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Reinstated
RHC reverses its decision in Doug Pahl controversy
By MELISSA METZLER
Of The Observer

By a two-thirds vote last Wednesday,
the Residence Hall Council decided to
· reinstate Doug Pahl as its 1984-85
chairman.
·
Pahl had, in effect. been ousted April
18 when the council retroactively
inserted into the minutes of a February
meeting a constitutional amendment
which required that RHC officers live
on campus at least two quart~rs before
elections.
He had lived on campus less than op.e
quar:ter at the time _of his election and

to the council at the May ·2 meeting in
Munson Hall where it was the main
order of business.
After nearly 45 minutes of sometimes
heated diSC\lSSion, Sue Lombih-d
representative Shane Inch moved to
retain Pahl, based on a two-thirds voteof representatives present.
Inch also stipulated in his motion that
whatever the outcome, it was to be the
council's final decision.
Before the vote was taken, those at
the meeting were given a chance to
question Pahl on his backgro~nd and
future plans for RHC.
With 34 representatives present, 23

'I've got all this quarter
to gain confidence.'
-

Doug Pahl

had attended only one RHC meeting -· needed to support Pahl in order for him
the one at which he was elected.
to be retained as chairman. But two
What followed was two weeks of
representatives abstained, lowering tl~e
controversy and confusioni Pahl said he
number of required "yes" votes to 21.
still was chairman because the
Twenty-two voted to keep Pahl as
amendment had not gone through the
chairman.
proper channels to be adopted.
If fewer than two-thirds of the
The RHC. however, said he wasn't · representatives had supported him,
chairman because he hadn't met the
Pahl could have appealed the April 18
new standard.
decision to the campus judicial council,
Part of the mixup can be attributed to
which has jurisdiction over ci.1.1 student
the fact the council currently is in the
organizations on campus.
process of writing a new constitution,
After the meeting, Pahl said he was
and there was confusion over whether
relieved by the council's decision.
the amendment applied to the proposed
"It's nice not to have to worry about
constitution or to the current one.
that," he said.
Under the ·current constitution,
Pahl also said he doesn't expect any
officers must live on campus one
problems getting support from other
quarter before taking office and during
officers and representatives next year.
their terms.
"I've got all this quarter to gain
Pahl formally appealed the decision
confidence," he said.

By Jeff Leak/The Observer

REINSTATED -- Having been elected; then ousted, then reinstated, RHC

Chairman Doug Pahl talks to Adviser John Sonnen at last week's r. HC
meeting.

I

The method of reinstatement bothers some
The Residence Hall Council has
retained· Doug Pahl as chairman, but
some think it took the wrong route. Still
others think it took the only route
available.
'Tou're focusing · on entirely the
wrong issue," Pat D'Amelio said at last
Wednesday's RHC meeting. "You're
worrying about his qualifications when
you should be questioning whether
your original election was valid."

The council voteci by a two-thirds
majority to retain Pahl, who had been
elected a month earlier at the first RHC .
meeting he ever attended.
Two weeks after the election,
someone pointed out that Pahl didn't
meet the new eligibility requirement
which had been set forth at a February
meeting.
The current constitution requires
that the .officers live on campus one

quarter before taking office and during that didn 't help in early April, when the
question over Pahl's eligibility aro_§_e.
their terms.
. At the April 18 meeting, the RHC
The new requirement stated .t hat
officers must have lived on campus two voted to insert the amendment into the
minutes of a meeting two months
quarters before being elected:
But when the council tried to find a p1 e v i0us -- a meeting before the
record of the amendment, it couldn't. election.
There wasn't one.
Based on the amendment. Pahl was
The council· s record-=-keeping \ declared ineligible and a new election
problems hg.ve since been solved and was scheduled. He appealed and was
minutes are read at every meeting. But See RHC, page SA.
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Smokeless
Consultants help firms eliminate possible health
SEATTLE (UPI) - Giving up smoking
is 'as hard for a company as it is for an individual.
The diffJculties of creating a smokefree environment for workers concerned about inhaling nicotine. fumes from
their co-workers' cigarettes has produced a new group of experts: consultants
who show firms how to quit.

Cooperative of Seattle, the nation's
largest ·cooperative health maintenance
organization.

They ai:e still a small fraternity, but
they expect to grow as health problems
to workers and the costs to businesses
from smoking force more corporations
to adopt smoke-free workplaces.

Ten months of planning, discussion
and meetings with worker groups went
into the Group Health policy. which
bans smoking in the cooperative's
hospitals, clinics and offices by consumers and the organization's more
than 5,000 staff members.

The experts say they are needed
because corporate smoking bans and
limitations are fraught with pitfalls for
the unwitting empl<;>yer.
Some -companies, noted one consultant. have suffered worse morale and
. productivity problems from their draconian smoking policies than they had
before taking any action at all.
"You .can get yourself into a lot of
trouble by making moral judgments
about smoking or by unintentionally
turning one group against another,"
said Robert Rosner, who developed a
smoke-free poliey for Group Health

audio-visual presentation to educa e
workers. Group Health also sponsored
stop-smoking classes.

hea~th and safety issy.e. not a moral
one," Rosner said.

"Smokers don't need guilt trips.
Smokers, in fact, normally want to
cooperate once they understand their
habits are endangering the health of
others.

Rosner, who originally was the butt ot
antagonism from smokers at Group
Health, says corporate quitting must be
planned and must involve smoking and
non-smoking w~rkers.

"We aren't telling smo1Cers they have
to quit. We're telling them we want our
. buildings to be smoke-iree for the
health and comfort of everyone in
them," he said.

"But you just can't suddenly expect to
announce a policy and~ have peopte quit
the same day."

"But at the same time smokers don't
just stub out their ' cigarettes the same
morning a smoking policy goes into effect. If someone did that to me. 1'd be
out there ripping down the no-smok~ng

Rosner set up planning committees
composed of smokers and non-smokers
to decide how best to implement the
policy in their areas at Group Health.

si~ns."

Violations of Group Health's nosmoking policy could lead to termination. "But we're not out to fire anyone
over this," said Rosner.

Four of Group Health's i 6 medical
centers already had begun voluntary
no-smoking policies. Six others decided
to implement the ban earlier than required.

Rosn·e r had no experience in nosmoking policies when the Seattle co-op
hired him. He soon found there were few
places to turn for help.
"The morning after I was hired I got
out of bed and st~rted calling all around .
the country and found almost no one
knew more about it than me. So I just
had to do it myself.'..!..be said.

Mor_e than a month after the ban went
into effect, Rosner reported things had
gone surprisingly well.

"The key is not to make one group the
enemy and give the other group the
white hats," Rosner said. "I took some
heat when I walked. down -the halls or
spoke before employee groups. Now I
even get a few pats on the· back."

Putting the policy in place and getting
it to work took more than sticking a
notice in a pay envelope, he said: It took
a combination of firmness and finesse.
"The issue must be presented as a

ha~ard

"We do have some
cigarettes in the
stairwells," he said.
some problems: That
policy change.

Some of · the pats come from exsmokers who quit because of the policy.
Rosner made speeches, had question
and answer sessions and developed an

people sneaking
bathrpoms and
"We still have
comes · with . any

"But the news is that we have not had
the problems ·we anticipated. It's gone
incredibly smoothly."

.Med student charged for beheading goose
SEATTLE (UPI) - A member of the
University of Washington crew team
who plans to attend medical school was
given a stern lecture by a Seattle judge
after he was convicted of chasing a
goose with a power boat and later
decapitating it.
Seattle Municipal Court Judge Norma
Smith said she was outraged by the inci-

dent, and told James A. Dahl he should
respect life. Dahl, 21, has been accepted
into medical school.

Dahl, who did not contest the police ·
report. received a deferred sentence on
the misdemeanor conviction on the con-

Dahl received a six-month def erred
sentence and was fined $50 after being
convicted of deliberately funning down
the- goose with the power boat. then
later decapitating the bird with a
sword.

dition he stay out of" trouble during the
six-month period, said assistant city attorney Vicki Toyohara.
The incident gained attention because
it had been connected to a "Rookie
Night" initiation ceremony for new
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crewmen.
Dahl and Husky crew coach Kick
Erickson said the decapitation occurred
an hour before the initiation, and wasn;t
related to the ceremony.
Dahl said he killed the goose to put it
out of its misery, stating he used the
sword because he happened to have it in
hiS-Car. He was planning to sharpen the
sword for a friend, he said.
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The Second Front
Incorporation
BOD kicks off campus-wide petition drive this week
By ALAN ANDERSON
Editor of The Observer
Currently, Central's associated student body is the only one of the statesupported schools in Washington that
hasn't incorporated. But a petition
drive that begins today could change
that.
At a noon forum in the SUB Pit Tuesday, members of the ASC Board of Directors told students the main advantage
of incorporation would be an increased
revenue base for the ASC.
Daren Hecker. BOD vice president and
director of finance, said the ASC is so
restricted by its current allocations
from the services and activities (S&A)
budget that. at best. it can only maintain current programs.
Starting new ones is virtually out of
the question, he said.
"We can't _ generate any more S&A
funds, but we could generate funds
through incorporation that could be used exclusively by the ASC," he said.
"Any funds generated through incorporation could be controlled directly
and solely by the Board of Directors of
the corporation - the ASC BOD .."
Hecker . pointed
to
Western
Washington University's current move
to place a lounge in the student union
building.
While he said there are no current
plans for such an establishment at
CWU, incorporation would make -it - or
similar student-run businesses - possible.
One means for building the ASC
revenue base is through donations. according to Jeff Morris, BOD director of
external affairs. ·

He said that with a corporation. donations to the student government would
become property of the students, not
the state, as is currently the case.
"If someone were to donate a van to us
for our use, it would become property of
the state of Washington," Morris told
The Observer. "The ASC would not have
control over it."
Hecker said incorporation would also
give the students a legal identity.
"A corporation is an actual living.
breathing thing in the eyes of
business," he said. "It would be controlle,d solely by students."
The student's involvement in the corporation would be electing the BOD
members.
There are easier routes to incorporation than a petition drive, which will require the signatures of 51 percent of the
on-campus students.
Originally, the BOD planned a
campus-wide election on the issue.
Under that structure, a simple majority
of the voters turning out would have
been sufficient to pass the measure.
. However, at a meeting April 16, the
board decided that given the poor turnout of voters for previous ASC elections, the signatures of the majority of
the students would show stronger sup·
port for the move.
"We need to establish that this is the
course of action that the students sup·
port," Hecker said.
Petition booths are located at both
Holmes and Tunstall Commons Dining
Halls during lunch and dinner hours, as
well as on the main floor of the SUB and
the lobby of Nicholson Pavilion between
8 a.m. and 5 p.m. daily.

By Jeff Leak/The Observer

BOD VICE PRESIDENT DAREN HECKER: ''A corporation is an actual living,
breathing thing in the eyes of business. It would be controlled solely by
students."

McDermott
Senator will direct campaign
toward -incumbant governor
By MELISSA METZLER
Of The Observer
State
Sen. Jim
McDermott,
Democratic gubernatorial candidate,
says Gov. John Spellman "had no record
to run on" in 1980 and was elected
because of his popularity.
But now, he says. it's time to look
. back on the past four years and see if
Spellman delivered everything he pro·
mised.
"We've all had four years to watch
closely what has been done. and to ·
determine if it matches up to
everything promised," he said. "I don't
think it does."
McDermott says he won't change his
campaign strategy much from his first
unsuccessful bid against Spellman. who
officially announced his candidacy Mon·
day.
The announcement came as no sur·
prise. For months, nearly everyone had
assumed the incumbent would seek reelection.
"In 1980, he had no record," McDermott said in Ellensburg Saturday. "This
time, we'll both have to run on our
records."

Thursday, May 10, 1984

While in Ellensburg Saturday, McDermott spoke at the Third Annual
Washington State History Contest.
Later that day. he addressed the
Yakima County Democratic Party.
In an interview with The Observer, he
said he will run a campaign directed
against Spellman, despite some tough
opposition within his own party .
Piere County Executive Booth Gardner was the first Democrat to announce
his candidacy and has gained strong
support - especially financial support.
Gardner has raised eight-and-a-half
tim~s more money than McDermott and
has more money now than McDermott
and Spellman combined.
He has $340,000, compared with
McDer.mott's $40,000.
But Gardner, like Spellman four years
ago, has "no record," McDermott says.
"He hasn't shown us what he's all
about."
But McDermott is quick to point to his
own record. During the recent
legislative session, he sponsored bills to
create a public works trust fund, to implement teacher excellence plans in

See McDERMOTT, page 5A.

SEN. JIM McDERMOTT: "We've all had four years to watch closely what
has been done, and to determine if it matches up to everything promised. 1
don't think it does."
·
The Observer ~ 3A

Make a good
before you say goodbye.

Buying 1your leased phone now saves you time and money next term.
· any of our AT&T owned and operated
Phone Centers. It's that easy. So call us
before you say goodbye. Then unplug :
your phone and take it with you. And
have a nice summer.

This year, don't leave for home
without your phone. Buy it before summer and save yourself some time and
money. Buying your AT&T leased
phone now means you'll have your
phone with you the very first day back
to class .
. To buy the phone you're leasing,
just call AT&T Consumer Sales& .
Service'~ toll-free ·:numbe,r. Or: Visit
,1:r 1:',
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McDermott------ RH c
From page 3A.

school districts, to' create a bipartisan
negotiating team to settle the comparable worth lawsuit, to prohibit -OJl·
' line lottery games in the state and to
prohibit utility cut-offs betweeh Nov.
15 and March 15 of each year.
Rep. Bob Williams, a Republican, call·
ed McDermott "probably the most eff ective member of the Legislature in
1984" and he has been praised in
newspaper editorials throughout the
state.
ASC Board of Direc~ors member Jeff
Morris, former president of Central 's
chapter of the Washington Student Lobby , said McDermott has been particularly effective on higher education issue s.
Also Saturday, McDermott blasted

1ea qa'z.dea-i

Resiau'z.aut ··
"Chinese & American Food"
" Lowest prices 1n town"

$5.35

Sweet and Sour Prawns
Pork Chow Mein
Egg Foo Young
Fried Rice

,

I

'

STARTUP
WITH LESS DOWN
'-.

Combination Dinner no. 2
$4.35
Sweet and Sour Spareribs
Pork Chow Mein
Fried Rice
Fortune Cookie
Combination Dinner no. 4

Spellman for supporting a timber tax
rollback while opposing a tuition ~reeze.
"The governor made a choice to give a
break to big business instead of to
students," he said. "I think that was the
wrong choice."
Soine legislators have suggested using
money from the higher education
budget to replace the revenue lost by
the timber tax rollba~k.
He said he supports the idea of a 'Student on the board of trustees of each
state-supported college.
· ~In 1958 , I ran for student body presi·
dent on a proposal to put a stud~nt on
the board of trustees," McDermott said .
"And I still think it's a good idea."

From page 1A. ,

retained by the council, based on a twoInch said that he thought it was
thirds vote ofrepresentatives present at
important to have a "large majority"
the May 2 meeting.
support Pahl and that by dealing with
It was .the manner in which Pahl was
his appeal in the manner it did, the
ousted, then reinstated. which bothers RHC took care . of the procedural
D' Amelio.
questions D' Amelio raised.
"The whole thing was a comedy of ,
"Had Doug not brought that pet-ition
errors," he said. "It's a miracle they • (appeal), then we might have had ~o
ended up how they did." ,
take a new approach," he said.
Sue Lombard repr.esentative Shane
Inch stressed that everything the
Inch disagrees. ,
council did was legal and the ~ctions
Inch sponsored the motions poth to
were proper under its constitution.
insert the missing amendment into the
He also said the council did deal with
minutes of a previous meeting and to
the issue of the validity of the election.
require a two-thirds vote to retain Pahl. - "That's really all we were dealing
"I think the situation was handled in · with, as far as I can see," he said,
the best way it could have been," he adding that by retaining Pahl, the RHC
said. "I think it was the best solution
had decided that the original election
that could have occurred."
was valid.
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coming soon!

Warefair - May 9, 10, 11
Booth located next to scheduling center.

' THE CHEVROLET COLLEGE
GRADUATE NEW CAR FINANCING
PLAN OFFERS AVAILABILITY OF ,,
CREDIT, A LOW DOWN PAYMENT
AND AN ATIRACTIVE FINANCE
RATE THROUGH GMAC.
Chevrolet offers special financing like
this through GMAC at a time when ·
you may be really strapped for money.
If you graduate from a four-year,
full-degree college or earn a postgraduate d~gree between July 1983

and June 30, 1985, you may qualify
for this program which offers availability of credit, a low down payment, and
an attractive finance rate through
GMAC.

moving soon in a
new Chevrolet.

Fashion
Merchandising
Student
Association

NEED CASH? Earn $?001 each school year, 2-4
(flexiblel hours per week placing and filling
posters on campus. Serious workers only; we
give recommendations. Call now for summer
&: next fall. l -800-24t3-6679.
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Sparks innocent
in RHC ordeal

lnnerviews ~

Editor:

What is your opinion of the ASC's
move toward incorporation?

After reading the past two issues of
The Observer. I feel it ls time to clarify a
few things about the RHC situation.

May 10, .1 984

•

First of all, lf all of the facts would
have been gathered, one would have
found that I knew nothing.about the attempt to "oust" Doug Pahl until 4 p.m.
Tuesday, April 1 7. When the council
voted April 18 to add missing facts to
the minutes, which caused Doug totemporarily lose his position, I was no more
pleased than Doug himself.

Alan Anderson
Editor
Sally Reifers

Greg Kester

Advertising Manager

Business Manager

Incorporation.needs support
Incorporation of the Associated Students of Central is the first
logical step to obtaining the active and powerful student
government so desperately needed on Central's campus.
The CWU Board of Directors kicks off a well-planned, campuswide petition drive today with hopes of obtainfrig the student
support necessary to procede with incorporation. The measure
deserves the support of the campus community.
Regardless of the public relations tactics employed, it would
seem impossible to generate a tremendous amount of student
interest on this issue.
Admittedly, it's difficult to get excited about incorporation
with the possible results of the action as uncertain as they are.
This first key step will simply open doors for the future. As a
corporation, the ASC will have the ability to generate additional
revenues, which will in tum, provide more for students.
What is particularly attractive about the idea is that it will cost
nothing -- no taxes, no surcharges, nothing. Additional revenue
,can be generated through donations, land acquisitions and even
the establishment and operation of student-owned businesses in
the Samuelson Union Building.
Other incorporated student bodies have opened cocktail
lounges, bowling alleys, hair salons and travel bureaus on
campus for student use. While none of these are planned here in
the immediate future, the options if the measure is approved are
limitless.
The BOD has taken a responsible stand on the incorporation
issue. A simple election was originally scheduled. Three
favorable votes in a turnout of five voters would have approved
it.
Realizing the historically low turnout of voters in student
elections in recent years, the board opted for a petition drive,
requiring the signatures of 51 percent of the CWU Ellensburg
population. The members want to be certain Incorporation Is
what the students want.
The BOD has done its part. It's time for you -- the students -- to
do the rest. We urge you to sign the incorporation petition -t:Oday.

Troy Taylor
. Sophomore, Kamola
Hall

Chris Gregor
Graduate Student, Offcampus

It's a good idea If 1t·s handled
right. More control and student
concern of the ASC should
make more opportunities
available to the students. I'm
not too famlllar with what's going on with the Issue though.

Looking at the Issue, I think
It would really benefit the
students. I do think that an
apathetic attitude In the
students will result If there
aren't any visible kickbacks.

The cheerleader cartoons represent
something that ls definitely untrue. It
seeems to indicate that I am power
hungry and will go to any length to obtain a position already filled by Doug.

Jennifer Callison
Junior, Off-campus
It's a good Idea. mainly
because It'll produce more
money. which means more ac·
tlvltles. Hopefully Incorporation would bring more concerts. like the "Huey Lewis and
the News" concert.

It sounds llke a great Idea.
More activities generated by
Incorporation will bring more
students together. I think
social Interaction Is an Important part of higher education.

I'm not too familiar with the
Issue, but If It produces more
money for the unlverslty.'then
... why not?

As a learning organization there ls
always room for structural improvement. These improvements are constructed upon detection of major problems in the system of RHC.

I am specifically referring to your
coverage of the RHC situation. It's only
obvious how you feel about the matter.
Why not let us, the readers, make up our
own minds. Where was your feature and
four-column picture on Sue Sparks like
Doug Pahl received? The only coverage
Sue received was two ridiculous and unprofesslonal cartoons that totally
misrepresented her involvement in the
RHC matter.

In future issues I hope you can be
more journalistic in yout approach on
controversial matters. Journalists have
a responslbllity to print both sides of an
issue, not just the side the editor agrees
with.

I urge you to regard the campus
newspaper not as an independent outlet
for ill-disposed journalism, but as a
cooperative component of the university environment.

Perri Bixler
Meisner Hall

Sue Sparks
Meisner Hall

John Bash
RHC Public Relations Chairperson

Saundra Hundtoft
Junior, Off-campus

Editor:

Incorporating the ASC would
be more of a true-to-life situation. It would set up a fund for
donations that can be used ef·
fectlvely for the students.

I am writing to you ln reference to the
April 26 issue of The Observer.

(

The controversial meeting of April 18
presented a need for stronger organizational skills. I do not see this as a major
problem because of _the funcional success RHC bas had this year.

Layout of articles ls an important
feature of newspapers that most
readers aren't aware,of. By strategically placing letters critical of your journalism tactics burled ln the page,
readers won't take the time to hunt for
them.

The Observer's aggressive exploitation of RHC as we.l l as other university
organizations leads me to question the
level of professionalism you, as the
editor, seek to achieve.

Officer dis.a grees
with RHC coverage
Russel Hansen
Associate Professor of
Sociology/Law

The notable achievements of RHCthis
year have been masked by r"edicule from
various groups on campus. These groups
are ignorant to the positive aspirations
of RHC because of lack of participation
ln the council

current journalism major. I am appalled
by your sensationalizing articles and
headlines and' obvious bias on the
editorial and opinion page.

I had no idea what was taking place
behind the scenes, until I received a call
from Leslie Bet hards, RHC chair. I do
know that The Observer has been having fun at the expense of me and has
been leading some people to believe
things that are far from true. Doug may
have been a victim of an unstable constitution, but I was a victim of a
reporter who failed to collect both sides
of the story.

'
Lisa Gilbert
Senior, Off-campus

It has been the goal of this year's executive officers to improve the structure and reputation of RHC to the best
of our capabilities. I feel that we have
come a long way in that challenge, and I
am _d isheartened by the negative
results your article has produced

Your article outlining the current controversy of Residence Hall Council has
generated some hard feelings with me
·as an executive officer.

Editor developing
National Enquirer
Editor:
For the past several weeks I have
opened up The Observer with some
hesitation. The reason for this feeling ls
that what I have been "observing" each
week ls you and your staff turning a
.campus lab newspaper into a college National Enqulerer.
As.a former Campus Crier staffer and

Director appreciates
internship article .
Editor:

I particularly enjoyed the article ln
the May 3 issue of The Observer about
Theresa Greco, who ls currently working as an Air Traffic Control Cqop/lntern in Yakima.
Hers ls an excellent example of the
successes of the Co-op/Intern program
for students. There are about 400 other
similar stories each year. For example,
ypu also had an entertaining story
about a wine-tasting tour of several

wineries ln the Yakima Valley. If you
had toured the Woodinville winery of
Chateau Ste. Michelle a couple quarters
ago, your tour guJde would have been a
CWU Co-op/Intern who was majoring ln
marketing.
These students' placements are all
quite fas<;lnatlng and rewarding
because of the way they tie students'
academic areas directly to gratifying
career opportunities - with some earn. lng for them also.
There really are a lot of opportunities
available right now, as Theresa said.
Things look better now than they have
for several years. There are quite a few
positions open right now ln almost all
areas, and we welcome students to contact us. We are ln Barge 307, telephone
number 963-2404.

V. Grald Reed, Director
Cooperative Education and Internships

Letter policy
The Observer welcomes letters to the
editor. In order to be considered for
publi~ation, letters must be subml•ted
by 5 p.m. on Friday. the week prior to
requested publication.
All letters must be signed and contain
the name, address and phone number of
the writer. Letters without this
·information will not be published:
All letters should be double-spaced,
typewritten, and limited to one page.
Please phrase them as though written to
the editor, not the reader. Letters
become property of The Observer and
we reserve the right to edl.t them for
brevity.
Deliver all letters to The Editor, The
Observer, Bouillon Hall 227, CWU,
Ellensburg, WA 98926.

\

RHCmembers
in the. wrong
Since it developed four weeks ago, the Residence Hall Council
controversy over chairman-elect Doug Pahl's eligibility has been
a thorn in the side of virtually everyone involved.
But in retrospect, the most disturbing part of the entire fiasco
was the way Pahl was treated by several members of the
organization.
At last week's meeting the elected-then-ousted chairman was
placed in an awkward and uncalled for situation.
Pahl was put on the spot to defend his qualifications for a
position to which he had already been elected. For nearly 30
minutes, Pahl was forced to defend his integrity.
At times th~ line of questioning became intentionally
antagonistic.
He fielded questions so diverse as whether or not he plans a
snow retreat for RHC next year and whether his goal in college is
to obtain a degree or to become chairman of RHC.
Another issue that surfaced was Pahl's involvement in ASC
committees. For some reason, two representatives seemed
obsessed by the idea that Pahl was using RHC simply as a
stepping stone to a position on the ASC Board of Directors.
1
At one point. a Quigley Hall representative asked him directly
if he planned to run for the BOD. The question related in no way
to the topic at hand and it seemed that it was asked simply in
hopes of undermining a man already under obvious press1,1re.
To his credit, Pahl exhibited great poise. With the aid of his
enemies, he displayed his ability to .maneuver and control a
situation which he, at first, seemed to have no hope of winning.
The po~nt is, Pahl shoula never have been placed in that
situation. The question should have been whether the election
four weeks prior was valic:\. not whether Pahl would be a
competent officer.
The members made that decision the first time around.
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ood afternoon. The sponsor-whom YOJl
may know better as Rainier Beer-has
asked me to say a few words in behalf of this
latest release. Very well ... Tasteful.
Sophisticated. Intensely refreshing. In fact, I
consider it a veritable milestone in the annals of
the brewing industry. So keep a Fresh eye
out for Rainier's double bill of Psycoldpack
with Beertigo. (By the \Vay, for a
full .. sized and Rainierized movie poster
showing yours truly, the Man Who
Brewed Too Much, send your name,
address, and check for $2.50 to:
Beeraphernalia, Rainier Brewing
Company, 3100 Airport Way S.,
Seattle, Washington 98134.)
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Machine reads to visually impaired students
p

t

rather than printed.
material into a coded electronic
Ray, origirially priced at
signal
and
sends
it
to
a
Of The Observer
$30,000, was .d onated to
minicomputer within Ray.
His name is Ray.
Central s library on a grant by
The microcomputer separates
His job is to aid the blind,
the Xerox Corporation and was
the images into letters and
visually impaired and learning
installed fall quarter 1983.
groups
the
letters
into
words.
disabled by reading books to .
To operate Ray, students or
The words are sent to a
them and helping them with
community rpembers take an
separate microprocessor which
math problems.
,
introductory course through
computes the pronunciation of
It s9unds like a job for a
the· library.
each word and creates a
human, but Ray is far from
After training, a person gets a
living. He is the mechanical synthetic voice that is natural
Kurzweil
certification card
sounding.
creation of Raymond Kurzweil:
Sometimes
· Ray
may
allowing him access to any of .
an optical scanner designed to
the machines in the United
read aloud most printed type- mispronounce a word because
States, England, Australia or
he
reads
"logically,"
according
_face up to 250 words a minute.
Canada.
to CWU Kurzweil coordinator
"Hello, everybody. I am the
Everett Barney, a CWU junior,
Pat Davis, but a reader can
Kurzweil Reading Machine," he
claims
Ray and the library's
make
Ray
return
to
the
word
reads from · his introduction
Visualtek
machine, a print and
and
spell
it
aloud
by
using
a
sheet.
'
.1 graphic
enlarger, has helped
30-button keyboard.
Ray's masculine voice is
increase his freshman grade
The keyboard also allows the
produced when materials point average of 2 .5 to his
user to change the rate, pitch
either bound books or typed and volume of Ray's voice or to
current 3.16.
pages - are placed on a glass make him read by letters,
Ray allows Barney to do his
plate similar·· to the one on a
homework without relying on
words or sentences.
copying machine.
, tapes or others to help him.
With the press of a button, a
In addition,
Ray
can
"It gives you access to
scanner - a moving short focal
communicate with a computer everythin·g in the lbrary,"
camera - converts the printed
so information is read orally Barney said.
By PAM SCHWANDER

ASC

''One of the big problems I've
found is for professors to know
this equipment is in a private
area and is available for .
testing."
Ray is located on the library's
second floor behind the copy
center in an enclosed glass
room.
Davis encourages other
students like Barney to use
Ray.
Although the machine has
helped many, Kurzweil hasn't
stopped working since Ray's
introduction in 1976.
He has been perfecting a
typewriter that takes dictation.
It will be out within two years.
according to the February 1984
Science Digest.
But for now Ray will continue
to fool people with his human
qualities.
Or are they really so human?
"I can read X-rated books, but
I don't get excited about them."

LUNCH-SPECIAL:

Incorporation
.Special Petition Drive
!----'---- ----.hursday, May 10·- ---'---------;
Breakfast
Homemade cinnamon rolls
Fresh fruit
Belgian waffles
The five-member Board of Directors for ASC has endorsed an amendment to the ASC constitution authorizing the formation of a non-profit corporation within ASC Proper. On Thursday, May 10, the BOD will present
this proposal to the students in the form of a petition.

Sandwiches -

Soup -

Ice Cream

Mon -Fn 7 a m.- 7 p m.
Sat 8 a.m -6 p .m
Closed Sunday

Fifty-one percent of resident students must sign petition to validate it
and, including so, authorize the BOD to proceed with incorporation.
Copies of the proposed amendment are available for inspection at thfJ
SUB Information Booth.

Petition Booth Locations --t May 1o
during lunch and dinner hqurs
1. Holmes & Tunstall Dining Halls 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
2. Main Floor, SUB Ba.m. - 5 P~m.
3. Lobby, Nicholson Pavilion Ba.m. - 5 p.m.
I

.

VITAMIN E
400 l.U.

B COMPLEX
FORMULA #1
100 TABLETS

100 CAPSULES

s219
HEM •4GO

s2a~"..~
250 TABLETS

s54~"··~

LYSINE
500 MG

100 TABLETS

s300

Of the six four-year public institutions of higher learning in Washington,
only Central has yet to incorporate its student body. An ASC corporation
will have the ability to generate revenue for scholarships and entertainment programs for Central students - revenue 'that is controlled solely by
students~
·
'
·The BOD
encourages
.you .to support this .amendment by signing the..
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Campus Briefs
. Merit A ward
Margaret Anderson, a business
education major, is this year's winner of
the National Business Education
Association (NBEA) award of merit for
outstanding achievement in business
education at Central.
Anderson received a certificate, a
year's professional membership in the
NBEA and a one-year subscription to
Business Education Forum.

Non-com of the Quarter
Master Sgt. Robert King, with .the
CWU Air Force Reserve Officer Training
Corp (ROTC) detachment, was named
non-commissioned officer of the quarter
by
ROTC
western
regional
headquarters.
The honor, according to detatchment
commander Lt. Col. John Morrison,
gives King recognition throughout the
13-state area;
King. who has spent three years at the
CWU detatchment and is in his 16th
year with the U.S. Air Force, received a
plaque and written citation for the
designation.

Chamber Choir Concert

Campus Interviews

School Districts

The CWU Chamber Choir will present
its spring concert May 15, at 8 p.m. in
Hertz recital hall. Admission is free.
A select ensemble of 28 singers, the
chamber choir will perform a variety of
works under the direction of CWU music
professor Judith Burns.
"Rejoice in the Lamb," a festival
cantata by Benjamin Britten, will
feature the choir's a,ccompanist, Carol
Cross, on the new Hertz pipe organ.
"Four Pieces After the Seasons," by
Ron Nelson, was described as•
"instrumentally interesting" by
director Burns. who is completing her
doctoral dissertation on the choral
mu:,ic of this contemporary composer.
The choir will be accompanied by a toy
piano, sleigh · bells and other
unconventional
percussion
instruments.
Other works on the concert program
are "Ave Verum Corpus," a renaissance
motet by William Byrd; "Magnificat,"
by Leanardo Leo; "Willow song," by
Ralph Vaughan Williams: and the finale
from "The Gondoliers," by Authur
Sullivan.

The following firms will have
representatives at the Career Planning
and Placement Center to interivew
interested candidates.
The sign-up
schedules will be posted one week, to
th~ day. before the arrival of the
interviewers on campus.

The following school districts will
have representatives on the CWU
campus to interview interested
candidates.
Sign-up schedules are
posted one week. to the day. before the
arrival of the interviewers. For more
information visit the Career Planning
and Placement Center.
Northshore, May 15: Longview, May
23: Easton and McFarland Unified, May
24: Lincoln County, May 29.

13TH
BOWL 2 GAMES (OpenBowl)
the 3rd one Is FREE!!
Call 925-1211 for open lane times
830 N. Poplar• Ellensburg
.

t'Xl)lrt'S

JUOt' :iO. 198-l

CASH VALUE 1/20C

Jay Jacobs, May 10, Seattle,
management trainee positions,
Northwest retail sales: K-Mart Apparel,
May 24, Puyallup, management trainee
positions, retail clothing; Perkins, May
24, Moses Lake and Seattle,
management trainee positions: Pietro's,
Lynnwo~d. restaurant management and
accounting positions.

Scholarship News
The application deadline for AFSCME
local 330 scholarships has been
extended.
For more information,
contact a scholarship committee
member or the Financial Aid Off ice in
Barge 209.

FRAME

CAMPUS
HAPPY ·
HOUR

GET INVOLVED IN
STUDENT GOVERNMENT!
Talk is cheap! --- We need Action!

The road ralley is a competitiqn where
drivers follow clues through a time
course in an average time and mileage.
Trophies and prizes donated by local
businesses will be awarded.
Pre-registration for the ralley is at the
SUB information booth.
For more
information contact Robert Johnson at
962-9483.

& GARDEN CENTER

. .. '

Every Day 3 · 5 p.m.
also Sun. 9-11 p.m.

Academic Standing Committee -· 6 positions
Board of Academic Appeals ··· 6 positions
Judicial Council ·· 2 positions
University Curriculum Committee ·· 3 positions
Undergraduate Council ·· 2 positions ·
Campus Safety Committee·· 1 position
Athletic Committee ·· 2 positions
Services & Activities Committee --1 position
General Education Commitee ·· 1 position
Graduate Council ·· 2 positions
Faculty Senate -- 2 positions

The Marketing Club's third annual
road ralley will begin at noon on May 12
at Nicholson Pavilion parking lot.

.'Willia~ Plorist ,
Fresh-cut Flowers

alloJns

925-3176

House Plants

Daily Deliveries on Campus

The following ASC/University ~ommittees
,have openings for student members:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

Road Ralley

Peter Alsop--stands out in a crowd!
. . .Music about the human condition. Treat
yourself to an evening with Peter, a delightfully
different song Writter/Guitarist/Actor who brings
humor and insight to his songs on sexuality,
single _parenting, atomic waste, kids liberation
and more!
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF CENTRAL

In .Concert
One preformance only
Thursday May, 1O
8 p.m. Hertz auditorium

FREE

Applications and committee descriptions
available at ASC office, SUB Rm. 102

Sponsored by ASC

Papa Johns . Wednsday
May 9, Bp.m. in SUB Pit
Special Performance from New York City:
--Judy Gorman-Jacobs,---------singer, songwriter, and guitarist.
Join us for a delightful evening with one of America's most
popular feminist performers. Gorman-Jacobs has shared the
stage with such divine artists as Pete Seeger, Tom Paxton,
Frankie Armstrong, and James Earl Jones. Her wide repertoire
of songs and rich powerful voice wili make you feel·· and
think.

Sponsored by ASC
·1oA

-
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Campus
Calendar

IEight Days

May

Yakima River Float: leaves CWU at 3
· p.m .. sign up at the Tent-n-Tube.

Ware Fair:SUB, 9 a.m.-7 p .m :

10

Theater: You Know I Can't Hear You
When the Water's Running, i Tower
Theater, 8 p.m .. $4 general admission.

ASC Film Double- Feature: Dirty Harry
and Hang 'em Htgh, SUB Theater, 3, 7,
9:30 p.m.

Thursday

Dinner Theater: You Know I Can't Hear
You When the Water's Running. Tower
Theater, 6 p.m., $12.50.

/

11

Baseball: NAIA District playoffs, either
here or at Spokane :

Inside and Outside the Walls: aspects
in · Victorian Britain, David Smith, professor of history at UPS, SUB 208, 3:30
p.m.
Around and About, local news broadcast, 6:30 p.m., Channel 2.
Ware Fair: SUB, 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
I

Track: District meet, here.
Dance with "The Reactions," sponsored by the Rodeo Club. SUB Ballroom, - CWU Jazz Invitational: Hertz, 7 p.m.
9 p.m.-1 a.m., $2.50.

/ Friday

I

.

CWU Jazz Invitational: Her'tz, all day.

-

"

-

r

12

Dinner Theater: You Know I Can't Hear
You When the Water's Running, Tower
Theater, 6 p.m .. $12 .50.

-

· S~turday

Marketing Club° Road Ralley: Nicholson
Pavilion parking lot, noon, preregistration at SUB information booth.

Track: District meet, here.
Jazz Night: McConnell. 8
general admission.

p.m., $3

Baseball: NAIA-Gistrict playoffs, either
here or at Spokane.

Baseball: NAIA district playoffs, either
here or at Spokane.

13

Senior Recital: Colin Ross, piano composition, Hertz, 8 p.m .. Free.

Sunday

Art Exhibit: SUB Yakima room, all day.

14

New Photographies '84, Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery, 8 a.m.- noon, 1-5 p.m.

Monday

Chamber Choir Concert: Hertz, 8 p.m.,
Free.

15

New Photographic-s '84, Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery, 8 a.m.- noon, 1-5 p.m.

..,

Art Exhibit: SUB Yakima room, all day.
Central Gay Alliance meeting: SUB
207, 7 p.m.

Tuesday

I

1·6 .
-W ednesday

Community Film Series: Last Cry For
He!p, and Health Care or Quackery,
How Can You Tell? Black 102, 7 p.m.,
Free.
Central Trio Concert: piano, violin, and
cello, Hertz, 8 p.m .. Free.
Senior Recital: Doug Ber gt, trumpet, 8
p.m .. Free.

17

Art .Exhibit: SUB Yakima room, all day.
ASC Film: Harold and Maude, SUB
The'ater. 3 . .7. 9:30 p.m.
~

Thursday

Business and Economics Club Meeting:
SUB 204, 8 p.m.

New Photographies . '84, Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery, 8 a.m.- noon, 1-5 P·~·

Outdoor Programs trip to Longacres:
sign up at the Tent-n-Tube, $10 per person.

Art Exhibit: Yakima SUB room, all day.

PRSSA Meeting: guest speaker: Art
Merrick, V.i ce President · of Corporate
Communications for Seafirst, Inc., SUB
207, 7 p.m.
Around and About, local news broadcast, 6:30 y.m .. Channel 2.

Theater: You Know I Can't Hear You .
When the Water's Running, Tower
Theater. 8 p.m., $4 general admission.

tEATHE:R e £AC£.
·-

Shoe Salon & Lingerie Boutique

9:30-5:30

315 North Pearl

Mon.-Sat .

ller.sburg 925 2230

FEATURES

'

Mother's Day Gifts

Ne.w Photographies '84, Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery, 8 a.m.- noon, 1-5 p.m.

MUNDY'S FAMILY SHOES MUNDY'S FAMILY
Wherever you go, from Maine to California, you're in
Dexter, USA. And you feel on top in the newest sandals
from Dexter, made in the USA. Soft, mellow leathers
and !abrics with flexible soles make
·.x
· .t
fashion easy.
· · ·, . .· • ®

n·.e· e·.·

~

0

tfj

CIJ

Shoemakers to America

LINGERIE • . _sleepwear and daywear
, HANDBAGS · straw clutches, leathers and fabrics
ACCESSORIES -

belts, wallets, cosmetic
:cases and silk heads

Watch for us in the Style Show - SUB Pit
12:00, Tues. May 15
Thursday, May 10, 1984

FAMILY SHOES MUNDY'S FAMILY SHOES
The Observer -
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The Colllp ter's ye View o Su cess
If you were a Digital Rainbow

Personal Computer, this is what
you would see: an endless stream
of computer hackers gleefully
tickling your keyboard. Why?
Because the quality that goes into
the manufacture of the Rainbow is
evident in everything from the
touch of the keys through the
engineering here, behind the
screen. It's a level of quality that
you could expect to-find only in a
personal computer costing twice as
much.
Just check the impressive list of
features that make the Rainbow
special.

With the lOOB's standard dual-disk
drives yeu can store the equivalent
of 400 typewritten pages without
switching floppies. And you can
double its floppy storage capacity,
if you wish.
Need still more? Get the Rainbow
with the 5 Megabyte hard disk, the
lowest priced hard-disk system in
. the industry. It stores up to 2,500
typewritten p~ges of words or
data, more than enough for
anyone's needs.
1

And there's more ..The Rainbow
100 + with its 10 Megabyte hard
disk.' It stores up to 5,000 typewritten p~ges.
The Rainbow
· Gives You More
~lor. It dazzles you with up to 16
brilliant colors. You select them
from a palette of 4,096.
Clarity. Its high-resolution bitmapped-graphics monitor gives
you sharp reading, even when you
display your spreadsheet over 132
columns.
·

Keyboard. It looks great and feels

great. With its 105 keys laid ,-0ut in
four logical groups, you can breeze
through ream~ of words or stacks
of numbers.
Convenience. You can stand

Rainbow's versatile system box on
the floor and save valuable desk
space .
Confidence. The Rainbow is
covered by the industry's most
comprehensive buyer protection
plan** featuring one-year on-site
service, and a "Hotline" Advisory
Service, at no extra cost.
Price. The University Store has

The Rainbow Spans
Your Individual Needs
You can start small and work up
to more memory, more storage
capacity, and more computing
power as.,your needs grow and you
begin to use more complex
applications.
With the powerful floppy-based
Rainpow lOOB you can expand
memory up to 896KB. Plenty of
power for complex databases and .
large spreadsheets!

the lowest package price available
from Digital anywhere ... and it's a
special discount price available
only to Central's students, faculty
and staff.
Don't just sit here looking out of
the screen - put yourself in front
of the screen. Come on into The
University Store between 9 a.m.
and 12 noon or 1 p.m. and 2 p.m.
and get personalized help from our
in-store Digital representative.

Store Hours
**Limited Warranty.
©Digital Equipment Corporation, .1984.
Rainbow and the Digital logo are trademarks of
Digital Equipment Corp.
·
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8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Monday through Thursday
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Friday
· 11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Saturday
(with a few exceptions)
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Scene
What's on tap at Central?
'I

'Vitamin R,' according to p·o ll
By SCOTT ANDRE.W S
Of The Observer
"Central." I answered about one year
ago when a classmate asked me where I
intended to go to· college in the coming
fail.
Immediately, the. snickers and
hassling started. l cah still he~r my
yearbook adviser, Miss Cooper, asking,
"Why on earth are you going there?"
Her voice demanded an acceptable
answer.
"Parties~" one of my friends
volunteered.
Central Washington University is a
college which has progressed from being
rated as one of the top 20 "party
schools" in the . nation by Playboy
magazine a few years ago to being
ranked as one of the top scholastic
universities west of the Mississippi
River by U.S. News & World Report last
year·.
Yet the party reputation hangs on, at
least in some areas.
What's the case today? Central's bad
academic reputation has been
shattered, but what about the drinking
one?
A survey recently conducted by The
Observer indicated far less alcohol
consumption than one might expect at a
school which was topp~d by only a few
nationwide in the Playboy survey.
According to many CWU students,
excessive drinking isn't a highlypopular. often-performed event.
Although some confessed to drinking
up to 18 drinks per sit ting pn an average
of twice a week. most int uviewed had
an average intake of three to four drinks
at one time.
While the freshmen and sophomore
crowd seemed to fit the heavy drinking.
"get wasted'; attitude, the majority of
respondents of every other class
standing said they drink socially and
rarely get drunk.
"I do it to relax. not to get 'smashed,' "
said
Valerie
Stamps.
Most
.upperclassmen agreed.
Though more than 50 percent of
freshmen men surveyed drank
anywhere from .e ight to an astounding
18 drinks. other brackets claimed far
less intake levels.
Freshmen women and sophomores
seemed to hover around an average five
drinks per occurrence. A steady
decrease continued toward seniors,
particularly senior women.
On the average, senior women .
indicated they drink two to three times
a month, consuming two or three drinks
at each sitting.
~one of the 32 students polled was a
non-drinker.
Why does one start to drink?
Approximately 33 percent admitted
they began due to peer pressure.
"If you drink you get more respect
and more friends," said Garth Nestavel.
a freshman. "I think that's why most
people start." .
The other two-thirds, however,
mainly noted a natural curiosity in
discovering the effects of alcohol as the
major reason.
After the curiosity is satisfied, what
ls the purpose of continuing to drink?

'TONIGHT IS KINDA SPECIAL'
reasons.

Central stud~nts consume a variety of alcoholic beverages for a variety of

Once again following the stereotype,
many younger males simply said their
main reason was "to get drunk."
Many also said that boredom and a
lack of other activity play a large part in
their decision to "tip ~he bottle."

The junior/senior crowd, on the other
hand, said they drink because alcohol
ptomotes "togetherness" among
friends and provides a social outlet.
Many simply stated that drinking is
"the thing to do" when getting together
with friends.
"Drinking gets people together and
makes it easier to communicate," said
John Bryant, a junior from CarmodyMunro.
Moreover, two reasons - relief of
·pressure and a good taste·- were widely

Chuck Haddock's statement, "There's
nothing better to do," adequately
summarized the feelings of 15 percent
of the respondents.
All who said that were either
freshmen or sophomores.

distributed among all age groups and
both se?'es, comprising one-third of the
total answer.
Some had unique replies, such as
Frank O'Brien's, "I drink to replenish
my carbohydrates from running . '
Many men said they drink to relieve
school pressure, while most women said
they like the taste of liquor.
Another trend. was revealed during
the survey: w~men are m~ch more

See ALCOHOL, page 48.
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F8.shion major hopes for the big time in the 'Big Apple'
By KELLY MILLER
Of The Observer
The letter said that his interview
appointment was scheduled for March 8
at 10 :30 a.m. in room C-610.
In one week he arrived at La Guardia
Airport in New York.
After circling the airport for one-anda-half hours, steppi_ng off into heavy
rain and taking a bus which broke down
on the way into the city, he was in the
"Big Apple ."

Profile
The following day, Tuesday, March.6,
he had an orientation of the school.
Two days later ·was the appointed
interview
Confident, yet at the same time
scared of rejection, Donald..- Goodale
walked into his admissions interview at .
the Fashion Institute of Technology
(FIT) ready to show them his stuff.
The interview was successful for
Goodale, who wtll attend the acclaimed
institution next fall.
Go9dale, a CWU sophomore, is
currently in the fashion merchandising
and construction and design programs
here at Central. He has been in the
programs since he began at Central in
the fall of 1982.
He first became interested in fashion
in .high school.
"It's very expressive," he said. "It's a
way to stick out in an appealing way ."
When he graduated from . Kent Meridi~n High School in Kent in 1982,
he decided to come to Central becaµse of
its fashion program, he said.
He al~o looked into the program at
Highline Community College, but chos-e
Central because it is a four-year school.
Back then, he had no idea of attending
FIT. he said.
Goodale is presently the secretary of
Central 's Fashion Merchandising
Student Association (FMSA ). He said his
club involvment has .given him good
exposure to the fashion industry.
Goodale is' also a member in Ce n tral's
Douglas Ho~ors College.
"Ex p osure to other options in the
whole fashion industry" has been his
highligh t at Central, Goodale said.
He decided to_ transfer t o a fashion
instit ut e b e cause he '_' wasn't satisfied
with Cen tra l and the social intercourse
here ," h e s aid . •
He said t h at Ellensburg is ~mall and to
get as far as he wants to in fashion, he
needs more exposure.
. He l ooked into several other
institutes before deciding on FIT .
Among t he others were: Fashion

By Randy Andetson!The

CREATIVE -

Donald Goodale expresses his creativity through pattern drafting.

After deciding on FIT, he began with
the preliminaries.
He sent an application in January to
the State University of New York. of
which FIT is a part.
He also sent an in-depth essay to FIT.
The essay, which was about him, his
goals, why he had thos~ goals and _his
achievements, took him three weeks tQ,
complete.
" In writing you have to show i_n t his
essay all your e nergy 'a nd enthusiasm,"
said Goodale. "You are selling yourself
on paper ."
Aloµg with· t he essay he sent three
letters of recommendation.
On Feb. 27, less than one month later,
he heard from the admissions office at
FIT. The letter told him when and where
his interview was .
"You don't mess with them," he said .
"You get there when you're scheduled." -

See GOODALE, pag,
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Your $1.00 donations for the 1984
Senior Class Tree may be made
in the Alumni Affairs office.
Barge 310,

Gail Jones
Arumni Affairs

Observer

Institute of Design and Merchandising,
Los Angeles; Bassist School of Fashion,
Portland; · Parson's School of Design,
New York City and Los Angeles; Pratt
Institute, New York City; and Rhode
Island School of Design, Providence.
"I dug and dug and dug." said Goodale.
He chose FIT because everyone talked
of it. His adviser and others encouraged
him to apply there.

Just A Reminder

Today!

-

..

SB~

By Randy Anderson/The Observer

SJ"EADY
Draping
demonstrated
on

is
a

mannequin by fashion
student · Donald Gooda.le.

C. W. U Health Education Programs
Monday May 14, 7:30 pm in little theatre at
Ellensburg high school.
Program called. .. "Enhance your life style by
improving your health style"
Sponsored by the_ Chemical People presented
by C. W. U Health Education PrQgrams.
For more information call
'-----------963-248~----------'
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Winners.?
Jazz band possible victim of 'politics'
"Fabulous," said Moawad, regarding the
performances of the choir and band.
Of The Observer
"They've never sounded better."
Politics seems to weave its web into
Central 's choir and band were the only
many activities in our daily lives.
two groups, out of more than 100, to bring
Situations which, on the surface don't
the audience to their feet, according to
tend to warrant such practices. often Moawad.
receive an uninvited visit from political
McCormick said, "We wailed. The crowd
activities.
was on their feet before our last note. That
Such political practices seemed to have
was the best I've ever felt about playing."
interferred with the Central jazz band's
Adamo said, "It was a musical climax.
chances at a first place trophy at the We won for ourselves."
Pacific Coast Collegiate Jazz Festival in
Moawad said there were "very strange
Berkeley, California last month, according happenings down there," which may have
to Director John Moawad.
-affected the outcome of the competition.
In the . four-year college division,
First of all, none of the solo trophies were
Central'sjazz band took second behind Cal- awarded. They were simply left sitting on
State University, Northridge of Los
the table.
Angeles.
_
Secondly. none of the final performances
Many band members share Moawad's were taped. so there is no· recording to
sentiments, even though the vocal jazz hear.
ensemble and the jazz band, both under
Also. no rating sheets were issued to the _
Moawad's direction, collectively brought performing groups.
home three of the five trophies awarded to
Perhaps the strangest happening
performing groups.
occurred during the sightreading
Ken McCormick, trombone. said. "It w~s competition process.
a real political situation."
According to Moawad, there are three
Mark Adamo, lead trombone, agreed and j~dges for each performance. Each judge
pointed out that the competition judges rates the group on a 100-point scale .
.. were under the instruction of California
Each band then goes on to a sightreading
jazz judges."
competition. One judge issues up to 60
Bruce Babad, lead alto saxophone, said, points in this event .
.. It's irritating to get second place. I'm still
After each group has performed, the
getting mad. It was a highly political score is posted. Moawad said this usually
decision. Four hundred people booed when · takes approximately 30 minutes.
Northridge won."
This time. Moawad said, it took close to
CWU's vocal jazz ensemble took first in five hours for them to post Central's score.
its division. The group also received the
Since Central's was the only score not
Sweepstake award, given to the best registered, Terry Hill, a student teaching
overall performing group - the group that assistant. went to see what the delay was.
had the "greatest impact (on the crowd) Hill was "less than forcefully removed,"
over anyone there," Moawad said.
Moawad said.
The jazz band was also runner-up for the
He said he had a "gut feeling" that the
Grand Champion award, once again to break in the pattern of the sight reading
Northridge.
scoring process was deliberate, and that
By KELLY MILLER

ASC Double
Feature

Clint Eastwood
fn

Dirty
Harry

Hang 'Em
&
High

Central had "either beat or tied
Northridge, so they weren't going to give it
to us. Our choir just blew them away.
"CWU won the battle but lost the war,"
said-Moawad, meaning that we won in the
minds of the audience, but lost first place.
According to Moawad, Northridge, was a
clean, precise and disciplined band, but
lacked soul and personality.
The band didn't "turn on" the crowd but
received a ··polite" applause, he said.
Moawad said unlike Northridge, Central
is a swing band.
"It's like comparing apples and oranges,"
he said. "What they did. they did well.
What we did, we did well.''
According to several band members. the
audience was so sure that the CWU jazz
band had won that many of them left
before the announcement. When
Northridge was announced the winner. the
audience which remained booed.
The choir and band had just completed a
four-day high school tour before competing
in Berkeley.
Moawad said the tour did not physically
affect the band's playing.
If anything, he said the tour helped both
groups. especially the choir.
Moawad said the tour made the choir "an
exciting, viable entity. With each
performance they became a tighter and
more cohesive group."
"We're into jazz - not just singing," said
Moawad. He said that California groups. in
general. haven't conceptually found vocal
jazz.
Moawad quoted one judge as saying,
"CWU gave the audience a vocal ja~z
clinic."
Moawad said that both the choir and the
band strive for communication, integrity,
humor arid honesty in their performances.
Central 's jazz students think they were
· victims of 'politics.'

Starting Tuesday
May 15th!

"Theille Night"
This Week:

Acapulco Night !

· Tropical Drink
Specials.

Thursday, May 10 (Today)

3 p.m. & ·7:30 p.m.
SUB Theater
.s1• Admission
Thursday, May 10, 1984
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Country-Western star Johnny Cash
to appear at Kittitas County Fair
This year for the first time, the
Kittitas County Fair and Ellensburg
Rodeo weekend will feature a special
concert performance by a nationallyknown entertainer.
Johnny . Cash, a country-western
singer. composer and actor. wlll play
the 9 p.m. Friday night concert in the
rodeo arena.
The fair and rodeo are Friday. ·
Saturday. Sunday and Labor , Day each
year.
·
This will be the first time the arena
has been used for such a special
performance.
'1 he junior rodeo that usually is
conducted on that fair-rodeo Friday
night will be advanced to August 1 7,
two weeks before the rodeo opens.
The decision to bring Cash to
Ellensburg was the work of the county
· fair board and a local entertainment
promotion firm, C & J Professional
Resources. w-hich is operated by

Central's ASC directoT. John
Drinkwater.
Drinkwater said he took the Cash
concert because most of the promotion
will be done during summer break and
thus won't interfere with his CWU job.
"We have sold more than 500 tickets
so far," Karen Startt of the fair office
said. ·"There will be 6,000 tickets
available. We' haven't promoted it too
heavily yet but the ticket sales so far
look promistns."
The Cash concert will include a
number of the songs for which he has
become internationally recognized:
"Ring of Fire," "A Boy Named Sue,"
"Folsom Prison Blues" and "I Walk the
Line."
Tickets for the Cash concert - priced
at $10, $11 and $12.50 - are on sale
now at the Ellensburg Rodeo Office
between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. Monday
through Friday. They will soon be
offered for sale through a number of
other outlets.

Alcohol-Fro-m-pa-

9e-1e-.- - - - - -

likely to drink distilled spirits by choice
than beer or wine. Most stressed,
however, as Laura, a junior from
Meisner did, that they . preferred it
(liquor) in mixed drinks.
Of the 15 women s~rveyed, nine chose
. the hara liquors, usually rums and
vodkas, as their first choice. Four of the
other six chose wine, and they were
infrequent . alcohol consumers. Popular
wines proved to be red Cella or most any
white wine.
Men,
on
the
other
hand,
overwhelmingly were beer drinkers.
Eleven of the l 7 interviewed chose beer
as their favorite alcoholic beverage.
Favorite brands included nearly
everything from Killian's to Budweiser
to Polanar.
Six of the seven remaining enjoyed
hard liquor - usually the whiskies while only one claimed wine as his
favorite drink.
However, when asked what kind of
alcohol was most often purchased here
in Ellensburg, the runaway choice was
beer - Rainier Beer.
Twenty of the 32 polled said they
usually bought "Vitamin R," while six
of the 12 remaining frequently
purchased Budweiser.
Asked why they bought Rainier, most
students said it was because of
economic reasons.
"It's less expensive than the others,"
O'Brien said. Most also said that its
taste is "OK" for the price.
A reliable poll'?
·
According to the liquor distributors
questioned, the results parallel the
Ellensburg buying habits.
Mark Furnish, an Oak Rail Tavern
employee, said that draft beer is the
most popular drink arnong the college
crowd. He also said that the average
spent per person is $5 or less.
Zandra Harrison of the Tav said
Rainier was definitely the most popular
among the 21 to 25 age group and that
three drinks was the average
comsumed.
"If they get too loose, I won't let them
have anymore." she said.
A state liquor store employee said its

biggest sellers are the vodkas and then
the Canadian whiskies, both in the fifth
size.
Retail grocers also backed the
findings.
Bryan Nielsen, Albertson's manager.
said Rainier is the overall biggest seller •
while a 7 -11 employee also said Rainier
ls the winner in sales, especially when
·no specials from other brands are on.
Both also said the half case ls the most
popular purchase.
"Students are price conscious,"
Nielsen said.
A senior summarized the findings
when she said, "Most people here at
Central are good about not pressuring
others to drink. I've gone to parties
before, not f eellng like - I wanted to
drink, and no one really pushed me to do
it. A p~rson pressures himself to go
along."
So, another possible shattered
reputation. Apparently, the old normal
school
ls
more
conservative,
responsible and normal than many
believe.
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Goodal
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With one week to prepare for the
interview, he scheduled his flight,
planned his wardrobe and t~ok care of ·
school arrangements here at Central.
He was rushed but said that it was
better than sitting and waiting.
He arrived in New York City on March
5. March 6 was an orientation to FIT.
· The orientation consisted of a slide
presentation on each of the 18 majors
offered at FIT, the city and the benefits
and demands of the school.
Next was a question and answer
session which was followed by a selfguided tour of the school.
According to Goodale, the school
occupies one city block. It has five
buildings ranging in height from nine to
11 floors. The school has approximately
4,000 students.
On Thursday, March 8, he went to his
interview.
.
He felt confident because "that's
what I've seen for so long - me in New
York," he said.
He said he feels that you have to have
faith in yourself before others can.
While waiting for the actual
interviews. a total of three, he had to fill
out several forms, f111 in identification
sheets and do three spur-of-the-moment
design drawings.
"The whole thing was very
defuanding," he said.
The first interview was on creativity,
the second was on "why you want to
attend FIT" and the third was on
business knowledge.
The 'third interview was conducted by
Jack Hyde, who is very reputable in the
fashion industry, according to Goodale.
After completing the final interview,
Hyde told Goodale to call him in two
wee.ks to speed up the process.
Coming from Seattle, Goodale was the
applicant coming the longest distance.

"I left there drained," he said. The
whole process lasted three hours.
On March 22, he called Hyde.
Yes, he'd been accepted.
Two weeks later admission details
and other information began coming in
the mail.
Goodale plans to leave from Seattle on
Au.g ust 8 and take the train across
Canada and down through Ups~ate New
York, arriving in New York City on
August 15.
New student orientation is August 20
and classes are scheduled to begin
August 26, he said.
Goodale plans to reside _with a friend
in Brooklyn.
Since FIT is a public institution,
Goodale will have tci pay out-of-state
tuition. He has already applied for
financial aid and feels confident he'll
receive it.
At FIT, Goodale plans to obtain a
degree in m:en's wear design and
marketing.
After graduating, he hopes to st_ay in
New York or somewhere b~ck East.
He said he's' not "dead set on men's
wear. You can't close off any options."
Therefore, women's wear design is a
possible alternative for him.
"My ultimate goal is to be heavily
involved with men's wear des.i gn in
some way and to go where it leads me,"
he said. Having his own line ls another
goal.
Before leaving Central this spring,
Goodale will be involved · in a fashion
show put on by upper level construction
and design students and the FMSA.
The show will feature original as well
as commercial designs. Goodale's work
will be modeled during the show, which
is scheduled for May 31 in the SUB pit at
noon.

There's a Kafpro
At the End of the Rainbow.

Hard Work pays off
for Orchesis dancers
Each dance, choreographed by its
respective dancer, was performed with
Of The Observer
confidence and emotion.
"Expansion," a lively. fun-filled dance
A group of exhausted dancers posed
backed up by the impressive CWU
arm-in-arm in a McConnell Auditorium
Gospel Choir, had the audience clapping
dressing room for a photo destined to be
along while Corliss Esterly-Albright,
past_e d in a scrapbook.
Christie Coffing, Beverly ShottsOmbrek , Ju li e Pr a ther and Katy
The Orchesis Performing Dancers had
Reeves. dressed in plaid skirt s and
plenty to smile about last Saturday
white
bobby
socks ,
d anced
night after the final performance of
enthusiastically.
their annual spring concert.
·
All the glamour and glitte r of a
The concert represented six months
Broadway show was shin ing when
of hard work by 50 dedicated danc_e rs to
"Broadway Encore II." choreogr aphed
present 16 original and two repertory
by Cross-Wenger, had dancers in silver
works to responsive and appreciative
tuxedos strutting in the Chorus Line
audiences.
tradition, tipping their top hats to the
Saturday night drew approximately . audience.
400 people - the largest and most
The final dance of the evening.
"Fiesta Commigo," choreographed by
boisterous crowd of the three-night run.
Maccarrone, was a bright, colorful
The two-hour performance opened
performance with a Mexican theme.
with a high-energy jazz dance
Confetti filled the air as the dancers,
choreographed by ju.nior Jennifer
obviously having a great time,"danced to
Minnich to the song "Don't Go" by Yaz.
the words. "We're gonna have a party Dress~d in maroon and black, Julie all night long."
Lana Jo Sharpe, the show·s producer
Burke, Malia Hee, Heather MacDermott
and -manager of Orchesis, said ·that the
and Minnich set ·the pace for an
dancers, · who usually practice· two to
energetic, lively evening of jazz;
three hours a day. lncrea,sed their
modern and ballet dances.
practice tlme to five hours i \ day the
Solo performances by Cecelia CrossWenger, Anna Maccarrone, Minnich and past two weeks.
All the hard work has paid ~ff and the
special guest JoAnn Qukes, a former
Orchesis member an4teacher in the Tri- . Orchests Performing Dancers are
proudly smiling - and they should be.
Cities, were excellent . .

By KATIE ROGERS

.In C.elebration
of -Graduation
(or just the ,start
of summer vacationD
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60 seconds: What's the point?
By KIM stoKES
Of The Observer
Get a Job In 60 Seconds, by Steve
Kravette, i.s a step-by-~tep account
designed to help you get the job you
want.
I was prepared to like this book. Froi:_n
my initial perusal of the book, it
sounded like Kravette knew what he
was talking about.
There was just one slight problem.
This guy kept using such outrageous
examples that I got sidetracked from
the purpose of the book.
For instance, when talking about a list
you might want to make for reference
concerning what you wouldn't want
them to find out about you, Kravette
uses these examples: "Your fear of
elevators or snakes or intimacy; your
nosepicking; your jailbird father; the
time you stole something from the five
and ten or from your last employer."
OK, so maybe that's not so bad- I was
just priming you for his next eloquent
example.

While still talking about these good
and bad lists, Kravette makes this ohso-wpnderful statement, "For instance,
I personally would . find it a lot more
interesting to hear about the time you
wanted to make love with your cat than
to hear abl>ut your fourth-grade
penmanship award. But that's not the
point."

You know what I think honesty like
that gets you? It gets the interviewer to
agree with you!
'
"Gee, she's right," he might think to
himself, "she is ugly. I don't want a dog
. like that working for this company."
The author also offers some sterling
advice about lying to get the job.
"Lying creates an atmosphere of
furtiveness, of withholding, of hiding
What Ls the point?
the lie, and then lying ~ven more to hide
the lie about the lie, anjf lying still more
That he's some kind of pervert or any
to h ide the He about the lie about the
other social-deviant type? I really don't
lie."
think I would be inclined to give a job to
Well, he sure covered that ·topic
someone prone to such bizarre habits.
thoroughly, didn't he?
Now here's his advice to those of us
The moral of Get a Job In 60 .Seconds
who may not be Christie Brinkley look
is that once you get to the interv~ew,
alikes:
you should get or lose the job within one
"You might say (to the interviewer)
minute.
something like, 'I've got to tell you this.
Actually, the majority of the book
I may not be the best -looking person in .
centers on the time spent and the butt
the world. Some people even think I'm
busting it takes getting you to that allsort of ugly. But. boy, am I ever willing
important interview.
to work to do a great job here. You can
This is an inappropriate title for an
count on me for that.'
inappropriate book, and I'm giving it a
Do you know what honesty like that
thumbs down.
gets you? It gets you hired."

-Parents W·eekend
Dance
aturin,,.-y-------------ill

A rap-Notch Performance
Music from the Heart of America
Classic Roots, Rock'n'Rol_
I
& Country

May 19, 1984
SUB BaR Room - 9p.m. - 1a.m.
$1.00 per person
The Lost Highway Band has performed with
Bruce Springsteen, The Allman Brothers, Willie Nelson,
and many other top acts.
"come and bring your folks"
fun for all

Sponsored by ASC and
&B - The Observer
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Sports
Central tracksters qualify for nationals
'Do what you enjoy'
is runner's philosop}Jy
country over the past years include a
99th placing in 1980, a 42nd in 1981
Of The ·observer
and a 58th in i982. In track he ·was
"Do . what you enjoy," . is the
14th in the national NAIA meet in the
philosophy of Central distance runner
10,000 meters in 1982 and · third in
Paul Harshman. And considering what
District 1 that year in tpe 5 ,000 meters.
he's accomplished th,is season, he
All of his time and training has ,paid
couldn't enjoy running any more than
off for Harshman, who has set two
he is now.
school records this year. He broke the
Setting school records, preparing for
10,000 meter record two weekends ago
nationals and being No. 1 in the country at the University of Washington with a
is just the beginning for the talented
time of 29:41.5 and the 3,000-metu
track star.
record earlier in the year with a
Harshman has qualified for nationals
clocking of 8: 18 .4.
in two events and will probably run · "My biggest goal of the year was
them both at the NAIA national meet in
breaking that record," he said his
Charleston W.Va. His time of 14:20.0 in 29:46.5 clocking in the 10,000 meters
the 5 ,000 meters and his record time of which broke the record previously held
29:30.76 in the 10.000 w111 be times to
by Phil Phimister in 198 l.
beat for other runners at nationals.
·H arshman has placed himself on a
Harshman currently .is the No. 1 strict training program since he
runner in the nation in the 10,000
redshlrted last year . He formulated the
meters and third in the 5,000.
program, which includes running 85 to
"I'm running pretty well right now,"
100 miles a week and swimming in the
he said. "I figure I have as good a shot as
pool twice a week.
anybody to win. I've only lost to one guy
~.I read a lot of running books the year
this season.
I redshirted and formulated my own
"I'm not saying I'm going to win, but
training program," Harshman said. "I
I've got a shot and I'm going for it," he
ran 85 to 100 miles a week and did some
added. "I'm not going to run for second training in Canada.
or third - I'm going for first. I'll hang ·
"You don't get there by inspiration,
back and kick past them in the end."
but by hard work ... he added.
Nationals are not new for Harshman.
Harshman's program was so
·oe's been there the past four years for
successful that he's been helping with
cross country and once for track. And he · the' training program for the rest of
has come away with top placings.
His marks in nationals in cross
See HARSHMAN, pag~ 108.
I

By BRENDA BERUBE

PAUL HARSHMAN: "I'm not saying
I'm going to win, but I've got a ~hot and

I'm going for it. I'm not going to run for
second or third - I'm going for first."

Oli~ in toug~ company
ag~inst District
By KEVIN ROEN
Of The Observer - ·
Being one of the best javelin throwers
in the Northwest apparently means
being one of the best ln the nation. And
one of the best in "botlr categories is
right· here at Central.
_She ls Donna Olin, who hails from the
small peninsula community of Port
. Townsend. A sophomore, she has
cleared the national standard · of 130
feet four times this season, including
three times in one meet.
Olin ls currently rated as the ninth
best javelin thrower in the nation.
Incredibly. the top three throwers in
the nation all compete in District 1, and
three others in the top ten compete in
District 2 in Oregon. Including Olin,
that means seven -of the top nine are
from the two districts.
}lowever. just because Olin has
topped the national standard doesn't
guarantee her a trip tQ nationals May
24-26 at Charleston W.Va. Central's
policy has always been to only send
athletes to national competition that
have a definite chance at earnfng AllAmerican honors (top six).
But Olin said she has been told it is
"99.9 percent sure" that she'll get to go
this year.
Last year Olin qualified, but did not
make the trip to nationals under the
school policy.
Olin's performance this season has not

Atuf§day, May 10, 1984

1 foes

surprised the people in CWU's track
program, including head coach Tim
Clark.
"She came in with the idea that she
was going to get to nationals," Clark
said. "To get there · you have to work
your tail off, and Donna has.".
Last year, with the national standard
at 125 feet, Olin threw the javelin a
season-high 129-5. This year she has
thrown it as far as 137 -8 feet. Olin has a
simple
explanation · for
her
improvement.
"Things are just starting to click,"
she said.
Actually there is more to it than that.
For example. a great deal of hard work
in the weight room under the watchful
eye of coach Clark . .
"She came in ort a regular basis at 7 in
the morning," Clark said. " It has helped
Donna a lot. She's made all sorts of
progress. and she's still lifting."
Olin said she could see the correlation
between the weights and the javelin.
"After I dropped. off the weights for a
while, and got my strength back, my
distance really went up," she said.
Olin got started on the javelin via the
shot put. She was exclusively a shot
putter her freshmmi year at Port
Townsend High School.
In her spare practice time she would
toss the jayelin. When Port Townsend's
javelin thrower didn't show up for a

DONNA OLIN: "If I can increase ten
feet every year, then I can hit 140 this

year, 150 as a junior and 160 as a
sepior.''

See OLIN, page 1OB.
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Beardsley finally granted retirement
By DAVE COOK
Of The Observer
It wasn't exactly what he had in mind,
but 59-year-old Eric Beardsley is more
than happy with his new stat us on
Central's athle tic coaching s t aff.
Be a r ds ley, , CWU 's only wrest ling
coach in t he 2 5-year hist ory,of the sport
h e re. has fina lly been gran t ed the
retire ment. from coaching tha t he's
sought si nce the end of last season.
Sort of. at least.
Beards ley 's head coaching j ob h as
been fil led by 30-year-old-Scott Ricardo,
but Bea rdsley wil l remain as the team's
assistant mat coach.
And whiie Ricardo is stm coaching
football next fatl, Bear d ~ley will be in
charge u mii the end of the football
season.
"I was going t o help with the program
anyway," sai d B e~rd s l e y follow ing the
annoucement made by Central Athletic
Dir ector Gary Frederick last Friday. '·'I
didn ' t want to d i vorce myself
completely. If I can help Ricardo, I want
to help.
" He's going to be really wrapped up
with football," Beardsley said of
Central football's offensive coordinator.
"~hat's a time when he's not going to
have a whole lot of time to be with the
kids . I'll be happy to help out."
Beardsley's retirement from the head
coaching job come~ nearly three months
after he unofficially announced . his
retirement from coaching at the end of
the wrestling season. The availability of
Ricardo was a chief reason for his
decision to step down.
"This was ' a pretty well-planned
situation," Beardsley said; . "It wasn't
something that I had decided in a short
period of time.
"We needed a younger guy in there
who has a lot of energy. I'm sure he's
going to make some changes. And he
probably has some ideas that will .
benefit
the program. Hopefully that's •
what
will.happen."
Recruiting and traveling are two
things Beardsley ls most happy to have
off his back.
"It's a big responsibility and takes a

ERIC BEARDSLEY ON SCOTT
RICARDO: ''We needed a younger guy
in there who has a lot of energy. I'm sure
lot of time." Be.a rdsley said of the head
coaching position. "Sometimes you car
hang in there a little too long. In the last
few years I wasn't doing the job that I
should have done. That's why a guy like
Ricardo can help the program," he said.
"He ·wants to make a success of it. I'm
glad. We have a great tradition and we
want to continue it."
Among Beardsley's accomplishments
has been his induction into three hall of
fames. He is a member of Central 's and
the NAIA hall of fames, and more
recently was inducted into Yakima
Valley College's where he atfended
junior college.

.-..I•••·············
I

he's going to make some changes.
SCOTT RICARDO ON ERIC BEARDHe has co~ched a NAIA record 14 individual champions and ha_s led Central
to two national championships in 1971
and 1974.
Beardsley said he will continue to
teach in cwu·s physica-1 education
depar~ment before retiring in a few
.years.
Next year will be Ricardo's fourth at
Central. He holds degrees from Cal Poly
San LufS Oblsp.o and Washington St.ate
University.
"It is an honor to take over for
someone who has been a wrestling
legend like Eric has," Ricardo said. "All

SLEY: "It is an honor to take over for someone who has been a wrestling legend
like Eric has.
his wrestlers respect him as a coach and
an in~ividual and I know .I'll learn a lot
from him."
, Frederick ls pleased ~tth the position
change~
·
· "This . should ma~e for a gr~fat
situation ·and should insure that our
wrestling. program .continues to be one
of the best in the country.
· "Scott brings youth and enthusiasm
along with a great wrestling background
to the program whtl~ Eric has proven
hilJ1self over the years to be one of the
outstanding coaches in the country, The
will make an excellent ·c oaching team."

TYPING $1.00/pg.

ecretari

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

SUMMER QUARTER '84
JUNE 18-AUGUST 17

MAKE $12.200 FOR··
COLLEGE ·WHILE YOlrRE
GOING TO COLLEGE.
Want a part-time job that doesn't hurt your grades? Or a;i.mpus
life? Give your local Army Reserve unit a weekend a month and a couple
of summers during college, and they'll give you qver $12 ,000 for college.
Up to $4,000 in college aid is yours just for joining most unit.s.
Another $6,000 for four years of monthly weekend~ and two-week summer stints. Plus over $2.200 that you'll earn during two summer training periods, All while you're getting the most out of college. And doing
the most you can pait-time for your country.
•
You don't have to wait for college to join the Army Reserve . If you 're
17 or older and a junior or senior in high school, join ·us now! There's
no better part-time job in town .
lnterested? For more information, call.

A SUMMER
SESSION THAT
FITS!
+ Reside nce credit cou rses
in al mo st every field

·+./Maximum full -time tuition $434
+ F1exible scheduling
+ Intensive language courses-up to
a full year's credit
FOR INFORMATION

ARMY·RESERVE.:

BEALLYOU UN BE.

Cal l toll-free 8:JG-8J1·2008

Mr . Ri le s
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Part Two
Big-league ballfield
top priority ·o f Ehler
sod, fencing the field and installing a
scoreboard. That's when Ehler took
over.
"He's done a lot to improve the
facility." Ehler said of Dunbar. "He
started it and we finished it up ...
Last fall the work began when Ehler
and his players sharpened their
gardening skills. The group made
cutouts for the bases, edged along the
fence, built bullpens and constructed a
pitching mound. Then they fUled in the
cutouts with dirt and crushed red brick
to give the field a big-league
appearance.
Ehler gives most of the credit to the
players, as he realizes he couldn't have
done it himself. He also said he thinks
they benefit the most from the project.
"Players who are wtlltng to spend
more time working on their own facility
have a tendency to fall back on the old
philosophy that people tend to support
what they create themselves," Ehler
explained. "If they take a part trt
building the facility, they also take
pride in the way they play on it."
Later tn the season Ehler embarked ·
upon a project that didn't cost the
school a cenc · but helps· the team
immensely. He spearheaded the
consruction of three batting cages and
two half-cages for the team to use.
The $3,000-plus project w~s funded
through Stottlemyre's Baseball Ca.m p .
which uses Central's facilities during
the summer. The camp provided the
money: the team provided the
manpower.
The work on the field has been Ehler's
main objective for Central's program
this year. His other contributions are
currently in the planning stage.
"Of course what we're mostly doing

(Editor's note: This ts the second in a
three-part series on Central baseball
coach Dale Ehler. Thts week's ,a rticle
looks into wha~ he has done for
Central 's program and some ·of the
problems he has faced as a "new kid on
the block." Next week's conclusion will
provide insights tnto his future at
Central, as well as outside opinions of
Ehler.

By DAVE COOK
Of The Observer
Central baseball coach Dale Ehler
insists that all he's done to improve
CWU's baseball field this year is put the
_ finishing touches on an otherwise
completed job.
But seldom do finishing touches take
as many hours of time and grueling
physical labor as this project did.
When Ehler first came to Central last
summer as the new baseball coach,
upgrading of the playing field was one of
his first objectives. It took time and
labor to do it, but today Central has one
of the best college baseball fields tn the
state.
Last year - becam~e of the condition
the field was in ·- no games were played
on CWU's field. This year all of Ce~tral's
home games have been played there:
In addition, Ellensburg High School
has rented the field and the Mid-Valley
AA League has approved the ballpark as
a playoff location.
·
"The game can't be played on a lousy
ballfield," Ehler said. "We have to
provide our players with a top~notch
facility."
Former coach Mike Dunbar shares in
the same philosophy. He started the
project by replacing the grass with new

DALE EHLER: ''The game can't be
played on a lousy ballfield. We have to

provide our players with a top-notch
facility.''

right now is planning," Ehler said. "A
year, Ehler said.
lot of people look at a project and let it
"Budgets have stayed about the same ·
stymie them from the beginning
but inflation has gone up," he
because they think it looks a little
explained, adding that the situation
expensive.
was virtually the same at Davis High
"I believe you attack projects with a
School where he coached for 11 years
five-year plan. So instead of going five
before coming to Central.
years with no improvements, you have
"Schools that have had pretty good
something accomplished in that time.
progams in the .past haven't had that
You just keep chipping away at it and in
supplemental increase to make up for
time it will be finished."
the rise in inflation."
Ehler hasn't had any major problems
Making up for that increase through
with his field renovation, except
fund raising ts one of Ehler's plans. But
perhaps the abscence of bleachers. Last
he sees problems in that as well.
fall the stands behind home plate were
"It's another distraction from the
removed because the·y were deemed
field," he said. "The -players are trying
unsafe.
to play baseball and they're trying to go
Other problems have cropped up over
to scQ.ooI. yet they're also trying to
the course of the season - both on the
make money for the program. That's
field and off.
very difficult."
Off the fielQ., recruiting has been one
On the field, Ehler and his team faced
of Ehler's biggest headaches. As new
severe problems earlier this season.
man on the block, there were a lot of The 'Cats struggled early with a 2-16
things he didn't know.
record, although most of the losses were
to NCAA s·c hools.
"Without me knowing exactly who we
had coming back, it was difficult to
The low point of the season appeared
recruit and make promises I couldn't
to come during a 16-2 loss to NAIA
Gary Smith, Central's athletic
keep," he explained. "I hated to recruit . power Lewis-Clark State College. That
director since 1968, has been ~hosen
a
lot of people last year without
night a disappointed Ehler hardly slept,
to be the . head trainer for the NAIA
wondering what was wrong with his
College Baseball World Series May ' assuring them that they'd be playing.
"It's a whole new realm ' with
team.
28-June 2 in Lewiston, Idaho.
recruiting. It's a selltng process and you
"At that point in the season I didn't
Smith downplayed his selection
have
to
be
knowledgeable
about
what
know
if the early losses were going to
somewhat, claiming the importance of
you're selling," he said.
have a negative or positive effect on the
1
his selection was that a trainer of an
.. Things like eligibility rules,
season. That was the first time that I
NAIA school was se'lected. He said in the
f
inanctal
aid, school policies, academic
thought they qad just gtven up on
past, trai!J.ers from larger NCAA schools
programs,
costs
and
housing
are
all
themselves and me. I guess I was
were given the honor.
areas that a coach needs to be very
questioning our team's character."
"We've been trying to get NAIAknowledgeable about."
But Central quickly turned things
certified trainers to be trainers at NAIA
The
result
was
a
small
group
of
Ehler
around,
defeated the same L-C State
national events for some time," Smith
recruits playing for the 'Cats this
team exactly a week later. Since then
said.
season. He gives Dunbar much of the
Central has won consistently and .
"There wasn't a big, long selection
credit for the team's success this year.
earned a spot in this weekend's NAIA
process. They try to select trainers
"I was really fortunate that we have a
District 1 playo(fs.
from areas where the event is held,
great nucleus of kids back from last
"It's great to see a group of players
obviously to hold down expenses."
year/' Ehler said. "A lot of the credit
struggling early turn it around like they
Smith will be .. assisted by Steve
goes to coach Dunbar for getting players
have," Ehler said. "They've overcome a
Bellande of We~tern Washington
of
th~
caliber
that
we
have."
lot
of adversity. .
·
Unive..sity a11d Jerry Krummel of Lewis ·
, Because Eh.ler still is not assured of a
"And they've been playing wtth quite · ,
. and Clark ·college in Portland. Bellande
' t~achingjob for next year and thus may
a bit of pride in thei;n~elves," he added. ,
.· is gra(i'Uate of, Ell~nsJ)urg High Sclio6i
not return to coach next season. ·he sees
''When you get pound,e d pretty· good y.o u
·and cwu.. 1 . . " · .
•
· . ·
;
seem 'to :have tr.o uble gettii:ig . ba~·lc
pro]?lem~ i.~ · r.e~rui ting for l~1~p .·But on
•··:. '.' sµiuil fs· 'vi~-e ··p'r 'e sldent of the Ni\(A 1
1
.the <;:hance that he wm be back, he has ' your feet. ·lt dtdn'.t'seem to bother this ·
' • ,Athleti6';· Trai~ers ':, As~ociation.
Ne.*t
,. started light re'Cruitlng.
team. •' I · t :hirik' · that . pas lie;Iped .1 ~s ·
'. y1eari :t.ie '':YUi ; be ., · pre~ident of '1t:be
Improve.··;·
·
.; ';
"Even though th~re;s·,a cha~cei I won't
or·g aritiatfon:
·, ' ·, ': . · · ·
·I'·· I ·.·'
)
.,,.
b~
'
back,
l
have
,
ati
obligation/
to
the
~
1
I','
"I
g~e\
s
s
,e'very
time
we
s.core
.
~
run
.
~~
·ii , i, H~ ' g~aduatedofroln Northern MichJga'.n
program to at least get a start. But the · wi'n a ; t>an game or . watch soritebody
GARY SMITH;· ; , ,
"un'.i.ver's ity in.:;, 1964~ and '' earned ' 'his
~
. heavy• recruiting 'YOUld come after ~· ,improveit makes it all worth while. The' I'
)· .. ·. ma$ter'·s ' .d~gre~ · from Iindta'na
',I·'
1
deci~:ion is made,·'
probler~1s con't seem to bother · a~ :
1
,. ' ',::.·· un1ver.~ lty· i,rt fo.6s..., ·
· •
"
1
Budget problems are also evident'this
much.1.· ...
/
I ~
. ~-'-:-~-~-------------·--~...._....:,-i,.1---_.;,:...-..-_.__
__:.._..t--f

Central athletic trainer
chosen for tournament
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Alumni swimmers
at CWU this weekend
By DAVE COOK
Of The Observer
Nearly 200 former and present
Central swimmers will help celebrate
25 years of CWU swimming when
they gather Friday for the first Alumni Weekend here on campus.
Central swimming coach Bob
Gregson said the school has had
alumni swim meets in the past, but
never a reunion.
"When I go to swim meets I'll see
some of my former swimmers," Central swimming coach Bob Gregson
said. "They ask me when we're having a reunion and I'll say 'this year'
but never do it. We just decided to do
it this year."
Originally the reunion wasn't going
to be such a big affair, but Gregson
said response to the idea has been
great.
"I don't kno.w what it is, but exstudents always want to come back

O l l n -From
--78.
page
meet. Olin stepped in and threw 96 feet.
So long shot put.
At Central, one thing both Olin and
Clark concentrate on to measure
improvement is setting goals.
"We set some goals for her this
season," Clark said, "So far she has met
every one."
One of goals for Olin was to surpass
the 130 foot mark with h.er throws. That

to the campus," he said. "Just a
chance to come back ls the biggest
reason for the swimmers returning.
We've had such good response that
we've added a few things."
The fact that the reunion falls on
the swim team's 25th anniversary
comes as sheer coincidence, Gregson
said.
"It wasn't planned that way," he
said. "We just looked back and found
that it was 25 years."
The reunion is being organized by
this year's swim team. Gregson and
John Sayre, a member of this year's
national championship men's team,
have done much of the work.
The reunion will kickoff Friday
with registration and a casual gettogether in the Mary Grupe Center. A
buffet dinner and dance at the
Thunderbird
Inn
highlight
Saturday's activities.
Also planned is a river float Saturday afternoon.

goal was met early in the season, and
became obsolete. The new goal ls 140
feet.
"If I can increase ten feet every year,
then I can hit 140 this year, 150 as a
junior and 160 as a senior," Olin said.
The 160-foot mark is a magical one
since it is the school record plus 11
inches. The record is currently held by
Lorna Martinson, a 1983 Central
graduate who is now pursuing a spot on
the U.S. Olympic team.
When Olin was a freshman, the senior
Martinson became somewhat of her

Barsh•an.--------F-ro-m-pag-.-1-e.
Central 's distance runners.
"He has really affected the runners
here at Central that he's been in contact
with," a teammate said.
Harshman says men's track coach
Spike Arlt has been a major factor in his
success.
"Spike is really good about training.
He's given me a lot of leeway and is good
about getting us to the bigger meets.
"Travel is limited because of the
small track funds. There's a lack of
emphasis on the minor sports programs
here at Central, but Spike does a good
job of getting us to the bigger events,"
Harshman said.
"I think Spike is the greatest. He's so
understanding and cool. I've enjoyed all
the time I've spent running for him,"
Harshman said.
Harshman started his running career
in high school. He had been a foot ball
player, but moved on to track after an
injury forced him to quit playing
football.
Cross country running came as a
natural extension of track, he said.
Originally a high jumper and sprinter in

track. Harshman came across distance
racing pretty much by accident.
"I ran . the mile in a junior varsity
meet one day just for fun and won," he
said. "That led me to think about
running distance."
Harshman, a graduate of Nathan Hale
High School in Seattle, had offers from
several community colleges and
Whitman, but Central 's music program
led him to Ellensburg.
What does the future hold for the
track sensation?
A music education major, Harshman
plans on teaching in the Seattle area
after graduation this year. But he says
running will still be a big aspect of his
life, but not a life or death situation.

personal javelin idol.
"I really envied her," Olin said of the
Olympic hopeful. "I looked up to her a
lot.
"She helped me tremendously. She
showed me my mistakes and helped me
with what I was doing wrong. She helped
me get my form down. She showed me
different types of exercises I could do to
improve my throwing.
"She was a big help. A big asset to the
team."
First-year coach Clark did not have a
chance to coach Martinson, but he can

see the effect she has had on Olin.
"Whatever Lorna did I'm sure helped
Donna," Clark said. "When you have
somebody like Lorna around It helps
everybody. Lorna is just that type of
person. I'm sure she had some
influence."
So when Olin ts on her way back to
Charleston, W.Va., for the national
meet, she w111 have, among other things,
Lorna Martinson and a lot of hard work
and dedication to thank for it.
"I didn't think I'd get to go," she said.
"It still hasn't sunk in."

•',\\()1-..1

THE AVENUE TO AN EKCITIHG CAREER
STARTS HERE! THE MISSILE LAUNCH
OFFICER PROGRAM, UNITED STATES AIR
FORCE1 CAN LAUNCH XAU INTO A REWARDING CAREER. IF lQ.u ARE READY
TO LAUNCH lQ.UR CAREER, WITH GUARANTEED
·ACTIVE DUTY, NOW IS THE TIME TO CHECK
OUT AIR FORCE ROTC, CONTACT LT COL
JOHN MORRISON, PETERSON HALL ROOM 203,
OR 963-2314 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,

ACT NOW TO INSURE YOUR LAUNCH DATE.
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'Td like to make the Olympic trials,"
Harshman said. "And keep running.
There's money to be made at lt. I've
lined up some shoe sponsors and I'm
looking into some, clubs."
He says the 1984 . Olympics are
definitely out except for the trials but,
"the '88 Olympics are in the back of my
mind."
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Live
Rock 'n' Roll
May 11 & 12
Band'~
9:30 - 1:30 a.m.

''Nash

Next Week
May 18 & 19

''l01pax''
9:30 - 1:30 a.m.

Beat the Crowd!
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Central hos.t s
District i ·m eet
Central's men's and women's track
team will host the 1984 NAIA District 1
meet Friday and Saturday at Tomlinson
Field.
Competition · in the two-aay team
scoring extravaganza begins Friday and
Saturday at 11 a.m. with field events
starting at 1:30 p .m. Sa-turday.
Western Washington University is
the favorite to defend both its men's
and women's district titles.
Two events ~ the marathon and the
heptathlon/decathlon - have already
been run this spring. Western is leading_
both the men and women's standings.
but Central is at home for this
weekend's meet.
' "We have 18 out of our 22 girls
competing this weekend," · head
women's coach Tim Clark said . "Plus we
have the home track advantage."
Men's coach Spike Arlt also is
convinced that the home track and t he
weather will make a difference .
"We're playing catch-up already," he
said. "But if the wind blows we'll be
tough.
"We've learned to adjust to the wind
here, whereas the other teams haven't.
We also hope to haye the home cro~d.''
Carol Christensen, the only returning
champion for Central 's women, is one of
the favorites and will be looking to
better ner time in the 10,000-meter
run.
Lona Joslin, Jackie Conn, and Julia
Criffith are first, third and fourth
respectively in District 1 in the shot put
going into the district meet this

SAFE? - Central baseball player Blake Johnson hopes to lead the Wildcats to a district championship this weekend.

for can end awfully abruptly in a single"Western has the depth and point
elimination tournameni.
advantage already, but Simon Fraser is
"It's ~ nice relief to be in a doublethe team to beat, if they bring
elimination tournament. There's not as
everyone," Arlt said.
much pressure on the pfayers because
"In the past not all their runners have
their season doens't depend on just one
shown up because they're out of
game.''
school." he said. "We're a young team
Central takes on Pacific Luther~n
with the home field and anything can
happen."
University in the tourpament opener at
Clark expects a respectable finish
Whitworth College in Spokane. Whitfrom the women.
. worth , a 6-2 winner over Central earlier.
"We should finish in the middle of the
this week for the right to host the
pack," he said. "We 've got the depth.
district tournament, plays the loser in
wee!_<e_!!Q..
_
_
___;... \ve·r..e--bast.callY-:Just-l-ooktng tor.unwell. -- Friday 's second game. The tournament
Clark said he e x pects ail of them to
"Hopefully, the weather will
continues Saturday and Sunday if .
place and raise Central ' s point total.
cooperate. Right now we're not too
necessary.
The women have an average of three
worried about it. We're just taking it
"Some people are going to point at our
participants in each event. Long j ump,
easy and enjoying the sun."
record and wonder how we could be in
shot put , and javelin will be some ·oi the
- ~y Brenda Berube
the tournament," Ehler said. "We 're gostronger events for the 'Cats, qiark
ing to take the opportunity and run with
MEN'S TRACK BESTS
said .
it."
Through May 10
J oslin, Katie Crowell, and Gina ·
Central enters the PLU game with a
RUNNING EVENTS: 100 - James Hasty 11.0. 200 Baccetti, wlll ·be long jumping for
14-22 record and 12 wins in its last 18
Ross Randall 22.6. 400 - Imhof 50.3 . 800 - Greg
Hinrichsen 1:55.8. 1500 - Paul Harshman 3 :55.6 . 3000
Cent r al. All three are in the t op t en in
games . Central fin ished seconq in the
- Harshman 8 : 18.4. 5000 - Harshman 14:20.0• . 10,000
t he distr ict entering t he district meet.
regular season distr ict standings wi~h a
- Harshman 29:41.5•. 400 Relay-43.8. 1600 Relay 3:29.4 . 110 High Hurdles - Steve Bator 15.5 . 400
J oslin will not be-competing in all of
10-2 record against NAIA teams . Both
Hurdles - Bator 55.4. 3000 Steeplechase - Sh~wn Bar·
t he six events she qualified for because
row 10:07.6.
_
_
losses were.to Whitworth ,· which finishFIELD EVENTS: Pole Vault - Mike Spurr 12-6. High
she will be competing tn the heptat hlon
ed first with a 19-3 NAIA record . -PLU
Jump - Bill Patrick 6-4. Long Jump - Tom Crowell
at the national NAIA meet May 24. and
22-11.Triple Jump - Pierre Crockrell 47-7. Hammer finis:hed third .
Dave Barta 156-31h. Javelin- Mike Powell 185·7 . Discus
25 in Charleston, W . Va.
Ehler said righthander Greg Lybeck
- Rick McElwee 150-51h. Shot Put - Patrick 38-41h.
Donna Olin is a strong contender to - *National Qualifier.
will probably start for Central on the
place in t he javelin. Her throw of 137-8
mound against the Lutes. Lybeck is CenWOMEN'S TRACK BESTS
places her fourth in the district.
tral's
hottest pitcher of late, winnh1g
Through May 10
Paul Harshman will lead things off for
_his last four starts while compiling a
RUNNING EVENTS: 400 Relay- 50.5. 1600 Relay t he men. The top 5,000-meter runner in
4:24.7 . 800 Medley Relay - 1:58.0. 3200 Relay string of 14 2/a scoreless innings . He is
10:58.3. 100 - Cheryl Leidel 12.8. 3200- Crandall 26.2 .
the district' said he will pace himself fo r
4-3 with a 7 .46 earned run average .
400 - Crandall 59.4. 800 - Shelly Heintz 2:33.0 . 1500 the event.
Carol Christensen 4:59.4. 3000 - Kim Burke 10:46.0.
"I think the things that win tour5000 - Christensen 18:24.0. 100 Hurdles - Lona Joslin
-He also has the No. 1 district 10 ,0 0
naments is solid pitching, good defense
16.1. 400 Hurdles - Toni Donlsthorpe 1: 13.8.
FIELD EVENTS: High Jump - Karen Munger 5·4. Long
meters time, but will not compete i:
and a lot of enthusiasm," Ehler said.
Jump-LonaJoelln 17-5~ . Javelin-DonnaOUn 137-8•.
that event so he can rest for the
"The rest takes care of itself.' '.
Shot Put - Joslin 40.4_ Discus - Jackie Conn 113-2. Heptathlon - Joslin 464 7 .
national meet.
Ehler also figures Central's offensive
•National Qualifier
Rick McElwce, No. 1 in the discus in
hitting attack to be a key to the game.
the district, is 131h feet ahead of the
The 'Cats take · a .310 team batting
nearest contender.
average into the tournament.
Central 's jumpers are expected to be
"If we hit the ball like we're capable
give a good showing this weekend . ·
Central baseball co~ch Dale Ehler i~
of. we should be very, very competitive
Tom Crowell, the No. 2 longjumper in
looking forward to this weekend's NAIA
in the whole tournament," Ehler said. "I
the district, will compete for a top spot
District 1 baseball tournament in
think we're very capable of winning it ."
along with teammate Pierre Crockrell,
Spokane for reasons other than the
Central's 6-2 loss to Whitworth last
who holds a No. 2 qotch in the triple
sheer excitement of post-season
Tuesday lost the 'Cats the home-field
jump. Crockrell is also 5th nationally hi
play_o ffs .
'
advantage in the district tournament .
. the triple jump.
,·
He is looking forward to the doubleCentral managed just seven hits in nine
Heaving the hamn:ler for Central will
elimination playoff format.
innings off-Pirate pitching.
be Dave Barta, the d.l strict'.s No. 3 man.
The first-year Central coach spent 11
"If you don't hit. you don't win unless
Barta was noted as/ a point scorer by . years at Davis High School in Yakima
you get great pitching," Ehler said. "We
Arlt, along with Gre~ Hinrichsen in the
where playoffs were always single
got darn good pitching. They got great
800 meters.
elimination affairs. He saw his share of
pitching.''
One of the major factors that will be to
"no tomorrows" while he was there. But
Central's Greg Fry turned in the
Western's
advantage
is
the
this year there will be a tomorrow if his
"darn good" performance on the mound
10,000-meter walk, an event many
team happens to have an off day and
for Central. He ga~e up 12 hits, walked
schools do not have a competitor in. ·
lose a game.
seven and struck out four in going the
Although Western seems to be
''I had some pretty good · teams at
entire nine innings.
favored, each of CWU's coaches is
Davis that had one bad day and that was
Brad Carlson, Central's hottest hitter
optimistic
about
his
team's
it, our season was over," Ehler said.
in the last two weeks, was 2-for-2 in the
performance.
"The whole season you've been working
game to lead the 'Cats -at the plate. He

Baseball

T~ursday,

May 10, 1984

has· seven hits in his last 13 at bats
(.538 average) including two home runs
and a double. He is now hitting .273 on
the season.
The Whitworth game also marked the
return of shortstop Greg Mooney who
broke his right index finger two weeks
ago. Mooney hit a home run in the first
inning in his first start since suffering
the injury .
Third baseman Troy Phelps
continues to lead the team in hitting with a
.4261 batting average, just two tenthousandths of a point better than Ron
Balmcr's .4259 . Ehler feels Phelps and
Mooney. both seniors and the team's cocaptains. could be key perf C?rmers in the
tournament for Central.
"Phelps and Mooney ar~ the two guy.s
the team will rally around ," Ehler said.
."That could help us."
- by Dave Cook
CWU BASEBALL STATISTICS
Through May 10
Hitting
AB
R
H HR
Troy Phelps .... .. .......... 115 37 49 7
RonBalmer ....... ......... 54 17 23 0
Mike Mlnnitl ............. .. 103 22 38 4
Blake Johnson ..... ...... 85 20 28
1
Greg Mooney .. .... .... .... 89 19 28 2
1
Dave Bozett ........ ........ 75 16 23
Greg Douglas ............. 75
7 23 2
Joe Smith .. ... ...... ... .... . 20
3
6 0
Eric Brebner ..... .... ...... 118 28 35 2
Darryl Johnson .. ..... ... 69 16 20 1
Brad Carlson .............. 44 11 12 2
Clay Houck .. ..... .. .. ..... 24
7
6
1
Mike Elsen. ........... ..... 8 15
2 0
MarkStern .... ...... .... ... 49 12 11 0
Dan Kain ...... ..... ......... 28
3
6
0
JeffMcShane ............. 66
5 14
1
Pitchfn&
W-L
IP
Scott Morgan ............... 1·2
25.2
Scott Poirier .......: ......... 2· l
33
Greg Fry ...................... 1-4
43.1
Rod Gibson .................. 3-6
45.2
Greg Lybcck .............. .. 4-3
41
Mike Voelkel ............... . 2-4
30
Gregg Guidi ................. 0-0
3
Mark Fisher ... .......... .... O· l
9
Eric Shultz .. ........... ...... 1-0
16. 1
Ron Skogstad ............... 0-0
2.1
Dave WUllamson .......; .. 0.1
3
Mark Remington ......... , 0-0
3

BI
41
14
29
11
17
19
13
3
17
12
4
8
0
2
2
8

SB
21
3
5
7
4
8
0
1
14
5
1
2
1
4
0
0

ER BB so
10 15 ·11
23 12 18
32 46 23
36 31 28
34 26 24
28 19 18
4
4
1
13 14
1
25 11
4
6
2
2
2
1
'i 9
9
3
1

BA
.426
.426
.369
.329
.315
.307
.307
.300
.297
.290
.273
.250
.250
.224
.214
.212

ERA
3 .51
6.27
6.65
7.09
7.46
8 .40
12.00
13.00
13.78
23'. 15
27.00
27.00

Golf
• For the second time in three years,
Central's golfers will be vying for an invitation· to the national tournament as
the Wildcats compete in the NAIA
District 1 tourney.
The event gets underway today at the
Spanaway Golf Club near Tacoma.
Pacific Lutheran is the host team.
PLU is the favorite to take the team
championship with defe'n ding champion
Western Washington Vikings also in
contention. Central also has a good shot.
The first place team and the top in-

See SPORTSWRAP, page 128.
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dividual golfer will make tl!e trip to nationals.
Central's hope for an individual winner rests on senior Paul Cobleigb.
The Oregon State transfer ts currently averaging 75.3 strokes per 18 holes
this season, and was the top golfer at
the Puget Sound and University of Idaho
invitationals.
The rest of the 'Cats lineup for the
tournament is senior Kurt ·Roddewig
from Fall City, and Kelly DeSbaw and
Dan Powell, both of Ellensburg.
- by Kevin Roen
CWU GOLF STATISTICS
Through May 10
PaulCoblelgh(Sr.) .................. : ......
KurtRoddewtg(Sr.) .......................
Dan Powell (Jr.).............................
KellyDeShaw(So.) ........................
RobiRaab(So.) ..............................
BradNelson(Fr.) ...........................
Bill Frye (Jr.) .................................
Allen Lacey (Jr.)............................

RDS
12
14
11
14
10
4
6
7

STR
904
1092
.. 865
1100
807
329

AVG
75.3
78.0
78.6
78.6
80.7
82.3

500

83.3

591

84.4

Men's Tennis
Although the NAIA District 1
tournament would usually mark the end
of the season for Central's men's tennis
team, this year i~ didn't.
Central ended its season on a happy
note Tuesday. edging Seattle Pacific in a
dual match 5-4.
Singles players Eric Garretson, Doyle
Shaffer and Jay Anderson closed out
their seasons as winners. as did the
doubles teams of Garretson and Matt
Weaver and Rieb Minifie and Len
Duncan.
In the district tournament which
Central hosted last weekend, Weaver
and Garretson were the lone Wildcats to
make it past the second round.
Garretson received a bye in the first
round~ then downed an opponent from

Lewis-Clark State in the second round.
He narrowly lost to eventual
champion Eddie Schultz of Pacific
Lutheran 7-5, 4-6, 6-1 in the third
round.
Weaver defeated opponents from
Whitworth and Seattle University
before losing in the third round.
Minifie won one match before losing in
the second round. Anderson, Dunq1n
and Shaffer all lost first-round matches.
All three Wildcat doubles teams lost
their first matches in the tournament.
Pacific Lutheran won the team title
with a perfect score of 43 points. All six
of its singles players and all three of its
doubles teams made the quarterfin~ls.
The only matches the Lutes lost were
to other Pacific Lutheran teammates.
-~y Dave Cook
CWU MEN'S TENNIS STATISTICS
Final
MA'l'Cll
W-L
Erle Garretson (Sr.) .................7·10
Matt Weaver (Fr.) ...................5-12
JoeTeeley(Jr.) .......................2·10
. RtckMlnifle(Fr.) .............•.......6-9
Len Duncan (Fr.) .....................4-12
Doyle Shaffer (Jr.) ...................2-10
"Jay Anderson (Fr.) ..................4-3

SET

GAMJ!: .

W·L
16-23
9.25
4-22
12·19
9·25
3-20
8-8

173-194
110-168
76-146
109-146
111-174
49-130
72-68

w-i:

Doubl~

\

Garretaon·Weaver....•.......••.....3-11
Shaffer·Teeley ........................ 1-9
Duncan-Teeley .......•.•..........•. .2-0
Duncan·Mtntfle ...................... .2-7
Anderaon-Mtntfte .................... 1-3
Duncan·Andenion.. .'................0-2
Garretson-Duncan ..................0-1
Duncan-Shaffer.......................O: 1
Shaffer.John Thornton ...........0-1

8·21
2·18
4-0
4-14
2-6

105-159
53-122
24.5

49-102
36-46

().4

10-24

0-2
0-2
0-2

11-14
3·12
9-13

Women's Tennis

• • •

COED "X" LEAGUE (4 p.m.): Monday, May 14 - 1.
Siberian Sun Bums-Horseshoe; 2. Team Zero.Jerry's Kida;
3. Lombard.tans-All For Fun: 4.Cracks and Sacks-The Red
Shirts; 5. The Outlaws-The Tav/Old Tjmers. Wednesday,
May 16 - 1. Horseshoe·Lombardiana; 2. The Tav/Old
Timers.Cracks and Sacks; 3. The Red Shirts-All For Fun: 4.
Siberia Sun Bums-Jerry's Kids: 5. The Outlav.rs-Team Zero.
MEN'S "B" LEAGUE (15 p.m.): Monday, May 14 - 1.
The Mlle High Club-Henry's; 2. Cradle RobberaEltmlnators; 3. Moaners-The Ball Club; 4. Sweet Panties-B
Wing Bombeni; 5. Extenntnators-No Respect; 6. Big
Larry's-White Lightning plus one. Wednesday, May 161. Henry's-Sweet Panties; 2. White Lightning plus oneExtermtnators: 3. No Respect-B Wing Bombers: 4. The Mile
Htgh Club-Moaners; 5. Btg Larry's-Cradle Robbers; 6.
Eliminators-The Ball Club.
MEN'S "A" LEAGUE (6 p.m.): Monday, May 14- 1.
The Artestans-Blg Sttx: 2. Prophylactics-Jntematlonal
Club: 3. Bad Mothers D-Don Rasmussen: W-eclnesday, May
16 4. International Club-Big Sttx; 5. The Arteslans-Bad
Mothers II; 6. Prophylactics-Don Rasmussen.
COED "V" LEAGUE (6 p.m.): Monday, May 14 .I... 4.
Four Players-MORAL Watch Dogs: 5. MMP·Hedons: 6. Uncultured Club-Gwutdmangs. Wednesday, May 16 - 1.
Hedons·MORAL Watch Dogs; 2. Four Players-Uncultured
Club; 3. MMP-Owutdmangs.
COED "Z" LEAGUE (3 p.m.): Thursday, May 10- 1.
Out of Shape Beer Drtnkers·Al·Monty Crew; 2. Seven and
Seven·The Fun Bunch; 3. Soggy Swtngers-Screwballs: 4.
Roming Batlcans·Brewhaa: 5 . Phi Strtka Outa·Markettng
Club; 6. The Brew Crew·Brewers. Tuesday, May 15 - 1.
Brewhas-Soggy Swingers; 2. Al·Monty Crew·Roming
Batlcans: 3. The Fun Bunch-Phi Strtka Outa; 4. Marketing
Club-The Brew Crew:. 5. Brewel"S-Out of Shape Beer
Drinkers: 6. Screwballs-Seven and Seven. Thu.raclay. May
CWU WOMEN'S TENNIS STATISTICS
17 - 1. Soggy Swtngel"S·Markettng Club; 2. Seven and
. Seven-Brewers; 3. Out of Shape Beer Drtnkers-The Brew
Final
Crew: 4. Brewhas-The Fun Bunch: 5. Screwballs-Al·Monty
MATCH
SET
GAME
Crew; 6. Romlng Batlcans-Phl Strtka Outa.
W-L
W·L
W·L
MEN'S "D" LEAGUE (4 p.m.): Tbu.raclay, May 10 - 1.
SandySterltng(So.) ... :.......... 10-9
20-21
165-180
LES-KQBE FM; 2. . Horseshoe Master Batters-Missing
Sherri Holmes (Fr.)..................8-10
16-22
146-180
Limbs: 3. The Master Batters-The Quig: 4. Cutthroats-The
Tamie Hamilton (Jr.) ............. 10-S
184-152
22·17
Tourtsta: 5. Power Drinkers JI-Keg Cellar. Tueeday. May
Kindra Sloan (So.) ................. 13·6
26-18
219-184
15 - . Keg Cellar-Cutthroats; 2. The Outg·Power Drinkers
Sandy Bond (SG.) .....................0-3
0-6
14-36
11; 3. KQBE"FM-Horseshoe Master Batters: 4. The TourtstsKathy Lange (Fr.) .................. 10-7
193-144
25·14
LES; 5. Ml11Stng Limbs-Master Batters. Thu.raclay, May 17
SiJsie Muyskens (Jr.) ...........•. 13·3
27-6
178-82
- 1. Missing Limbs-Cutthroats; 2. The Tourists-Horseshoe
Master Batters: 3. KQBE FM·Keg Cellar; 4. The Qulg· ·
Doubles
Cutthroats; 5. Power Drinkers ll·Maater Batters. •
Holmea-Hamtlton...•................8· 10
17·20
154-164
MEN'S "E" LEAGUE 15 p.m.): Tbu.raclay, May 10 - 1.
Sterltng-Sloan •........................ 7-10
18-22
181·205
Beaverplugs-Slammer Jammer: 2. Nomads-Lea& Filling; 3.
Bond-Lange ................... :........0-1
1·2
16-13
•
Chocolate
Thunder·B Town Squids; 4. Power DrtnkersBond-Muyskens ......................0-1
0-2
10-13
Doesn't Matter; 5. The Squad·KCAT Rezzillos: 6 . AFROTCLange-Muyskena .......•........... 12..=_.3
26-7
180-102
Lumber Company. Tuesday, May 115 - 1. Doesn't Matter·
Chocolate Thunder; 2. Slammer Jammer-Power Drinkers;
3. Less FWtng·The Squad; 4. KCAT Rezztlloa-AFROTC: 5.
Lumber Company-Beaver Plugs; 6. B Town SqutdaNomads. Thu.raclay, May - 1. Chocolate Thunder·KCAT
Rezztllos; 2. Nomads-Lumber Company: 3. Beaver PlugsAFROTC; 4. Doesn't Matter·Leas Ftlltng; 5. B Town SquidaSlammer Jammer; 6. Power Drinkers-The Squad.
INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL SCHEDULE
COED "Y" LEAGUE (6 p.m.): Thursday, May 10 -1.
May 10-May 17
Rodney's Kids-Cal Coolers: 2. ICB's-Major Beef lnjectton
and the Inflatable Dolls: 3. S.L.U.T.S.-FHITA: 4. Cows and
· Number before game tndtcates field
Sows·Dlver Dog and His Bearded Clams: 5. Call after
number. See map for field locations.
8-Radicals; 6. Blue Chippers-Mat Tai. Tuesday, May 115 1. Diver Dog IUld His Bearded Clams-S.L.U.T.S.; 2. Cal
WOMEN'S "W'' LEAGUE (3 p.m.): Monday, May 14 Coolers-Cows and Sows; 3. Major Beef Injection and the In·
1. The Vipars-The Pink Sox: 2. B.N.B.·Copenhagen Angels;
flatable
Dolls-Call After 8; 4. Radicals-Blue Chippers; 5 . Mat
3. The Playmates-Oenertc Softball Team: 4. Cardinal Puffs·
Tai-Rodney's Kids: 6. FHITA·ICBs; Thursday, May 17 The Bench Racers; 5. Straight Shots-Silver Bullets.
1. S.L.U.T.S.·Radlcals; 2 . lCBs-Mat Tai: 3. Rodney's KtdsWednesday, May 16 - l. Straight Shots-The Pink Sox: 2.
Blue Chippers; 4. Diver Dog and His Bearded Clams-Major
Cardinal Puffs-Oenertc Softball Team: 3. The Playmates·
Beef
Injection and the Inflatable Dolls: 5. FHITA-Cal
The Vipers; 4. B.N.B.·The Bench Racers; 5. Copenhagen
Coolers; 6. Cows and Sows-Call After 8.
Angels-Silver Bullets.

lntramurals

A pair of doubles teams reached the
quarterfinals. but that was all Central's
women's tennis team could muster at
last weekend's NAIA District 1 tournament at Tacoma.
Central 's No. 1 team of Sandy Sterling
and Kindra Sloan drew a bye in the first
round and won by forfcit in the second
to reach ' the quarterfinals.
But they lost to Chris Dickensen and

THE·Y 1RE ·HERE

Stacia Edmonds of Pacific Lutheran
University by a close 7-5, 7-5 score.
Central's Sherri Holmes and Tamie
Hamilton reached the quarterfinals
with a first-round bye and a 6-3, 6-3 victory over a Seattle University doubl~s
team.
Holmes and Hamilton lost to a team
from the University of Puget Sound and
were pusted from the tourney.
A third Central doubles team. Susie
Muyskens and Kathy Lange, lost in the
first round.
In singles. none of Central 's six
players made it past the second round.
Sterltng, Sloan and Muyskens won firstround matches, but were eliminated in
the next round.
Central finished the season with a
10-7 dual-match record. The 'Cats won
six of their final seven matches.
- by Dave Cook

GRAB 'EM!

FERARRI SUNGLASSES
Reg. $4.95......Now ·s2.so
You've got the Ferarri? We've got the glasses. (Even if you don't
have a FerarrL you can pretend!)

ASSORTED KEY CHAINS ...50% OFF
·ELEPHANT MEMORY DISCS... $2.35
We didn't forget ... you wanted 'em and we got 'em!

·

MOTHER'S DAY

Sunday is Mother's Day, but you alread~
knew that... right? Have you checked
out the gift selection at
The UNIVERSITY STORE?
/

Store Hours
8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Monday through Thursday
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Friday
11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Saturday
(with a few exceptions)
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